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University Council okays
Fine Arts proposal
By Mandy Smith
University Council approved a proposal for the establishment of a School
of Fine Arts in the College of liberal
Arts at its Oct. 21 meeting.
The school will develop academic
programs and establish adminiatrative reeponaibilites if approved by the
Board of Resent ■ this week.- If
approved, the proposal will be placed
on the December agenda.

Dr. Alan Gould, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, eaid, "I am cautiously
optimistic that it will be approved. If
approved we can put the pieces
together, but that will take a while."
Dr. Paul A. Balshaw, professor and
chairman of the department of music,
aaid, "Thia may be the last time in our
lifetime to do eomethinai constructive
for the arta."
There are three reasons the School of
Fine Arts would be important. Colle&'iality would &'ive peater voice and
retipon1ibility to faculty. Secondly,
eetabliahinlf a clear procea would lfive
faculty an opportunity to ue the ey•

tem clearly,and thirdly, departmental
interaction would help overcome acertain degree of departmentali.em, Gould
said.
"Thie project bu the support of the
faculty and the outside community,"
he said. "Our inatitution can take a
quantum leap forward through this
proposal."
A propoeal wu previoualy recommended by University Council in 1976
that such a school evolve into a College
of Fine Arta.
Therefore, the moat appropriate
method to maximize the- potential
growth of the arta on campus is to
separate a School of Fine Arts with its
own central leadership adminietenng
its academic and co-curricular
programs and howied in its own arts
complex, Gould said.
The next meeting of Univeraity
Council will be 3:15 p.m. Nov. 4 in
Smith Hall Room 161. Agenda items
will be lobbyists in the leaialature and
the standing of committees regarding
the role of subetitutes for regular
membera, Dr. Sam Clqs, Univenity
Council chairman, aaid.

Anti-hazing proposal
will go to legislature
By Scott Andrew•
An anti-hazing proposal eponeored
by Alpha Tau Omega fraternity will be
taken to the 66th senion of the Weet
Virginia State Legislature in hopes of
making it a state law.
Michael W. Queen, Clarbburg freehman and author of the proposal. said
the propoeal ia designed to abolish hazing -in any form in West Virginia.
According to the propoeal, hazing is
defined as ''to annoy any student by
playing abueive or ridiculous tricks on
him, to frighten, scold, beat or attempt
to beat, or har888 or subject him to personal indignity, mental and/or physical harm or death."
"An average of eight students a year
are Jrilled in hazing incidents in frater·
nities or eororities," Queen eaid . ... I
can't honestly say if the proposal is

neceuary at Marehall, but buically it
is to prevent hazing and eliminate the
possibility of something like that happening here."
"Aleo, we want to show that hazing
is technically against the law according to the State Code of Weat Virginia,
but we want it specified as a law."
The proposal defines hazing and
states that "it shall be unlawful for any
student in any college, uniVfl'Sity or
school in thia state to engage in what is
known as hazing or to aid and/ 01' abet
any other student in the commission of
this offenae."
A violation of this secion, according
to the propo■al would conetitute a miademeanor and be puniahable by a fine
of no more than $100, a maximum
imprieonment of six months, or both.
Also, if found guilty of this offenee,
Continued on pa•e 14

Public&tions committee approves
three budgets, rejects one
By Colette FraleyFour proposed 1982-83 budgets, three
approved and one rejected, and the for,
mation of a sub-committee to study the
viability of the Chief Justice sum up
the last two meeting& of the Publicatione and Public Relations Committee.
The PPRC, headed by Elizabeth R.
Barker, 888istant professor of nursing,
recommended for approval to President Robert B. Hayes the proposed
budgets of U Diversity Theatre, · The
Parthenon and Chief Justice.
The PPRC'• ree.p onaibiltiea are to
-ith etud~~t~ publ\~~tions ~d
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matters concerning public realtions
and to see that those publications are
in good taste and of good quality,
Barker oaid.
It also recommends budgets for student publications after hearing
requests from the editore and advisers.
"We have no control of what is actually approved," she said. "We can only
recommend approval by the president
of the university."
The PPRC approved a proposed
· budlfet of $175,279 for The Parthenon,
an increue of $26,875 from the current
budget, and reco~mended the Student

Continued
.on P.-C~l-4 ' . . ..
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Herd survives with help from contributors
By Ronald Lewis
No herd can survive without food .
For a herd of animals, that food is
grass.
For the Marshall Thundering Herd,
that food is another green substance•·
money. And the purpose of the Big
Green Scholarship Foundation is to
raise money for Marshall'.& Thundering Herd.
Last year the Big Green raised
approximately $400,000, a record for
the Foundation.
"In all cases, people who contribute
have an interest in what we're domg

here." .Toe Feaganes, executive director
of the Big Green, said. "They want to
try to share in the success of the program." About 1,300 people contribute
to the foundation.
Contributors include Jack C. Elliott,
presideI1t of Elliott Coal Sales Co.,
Huntington.
Elliott said he has been giving to the
Big Green for 10 years. He is a mem her
of the Hall of Fame, which means he
contributes at least $2,500 per year.
"I give because I .w ant Marshall's
athletic program to improve and
excel," Elliott said.
Elliott, whose favorite sport is foot-

No payment,

ball, said he goes to all home football ·
games arid basketball games and several road games in both sports.
"I think a good athletic program is
the quickest way for a university to get
identity and I think the alumni then
become oiore interested in the institution," Elliott said. "All areas of the university benefit.
"I feel very strongly that athletics
are an advertising arm of the university." Feaganes said many persons
contrjbute to the athletic and academic
programs at Marshall.
"A lot of people contribute to the Big
Green, then turn around and contrib-

no meals

By Theresa Cummings

Students who did not pay their
second installment payments by last
Friday found they could not eat in
either Holderby Hall or Twin Towers
cafeterias Monday morning, Raymond
F. Welty, aBBistant director of housing,
said.
Weltyu said about 100 students
failed to pay their second installments.
Each student's meal ticket has a
number on it. Monday those students
who did not pay their second installments had the numbers turned off,
and the card not accepted by the
machine. These students were not
allowed in the cafeterias to eat, Welty
said.
.
The housing office sent letters to the
students who failed to pay Monday,
Welty said. If payment is still not
made, the cashier's office sends a letter
to the atudents.
"Students who do not make the payments will be withdrawn from their
classes. If they are no longer students,
then they can't be allowed to live in the
residence halls. They will also be withdrawn from their rooms," Welty said.
Welty said he expects withdrawal
procedures from classes to begin in
about two weeks.
"Students need to realize that paying
later in the week does not give them a
discount for the time thdy did not eat in
the cafeteria. They pay the same
amount regardless of when they pay;."
Welty sai~.
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a'NAI SHOLOM CONGRl!GATION Mt 10th
A•. Hunt"'91on, W.Va. lem- Fltda,: 7:45
p.111. lalllnla,: 1:00 a.m. ID-BIO. lludent1

. ..,.... .

HOLY SPIRIT ORTHODOX CHURCH 21ot
Tenlh Awe.'"'· RH. Fr. John w. Morrta, Putor.
Grelt VNper1, lat. 7:00 p.111.: DMne Liturgy,
lun. 10:41 un.: Fealt 0., l!-.lng DhrlneUtur•
, ... 7:15 p.m. A parish of the Anllodllll'I
Onhodoa An::hdlo-• wHh •II 1enlcee In
ll!ngll1h.
HIQHLAWN PRE18YTl!RIAN CHURCH 811
Collle Awe. 522•1f71. Dr. R. Jacbon Haga, PIii•
tor. lenloe■: lunu, lchool-1:'la.m.: Momlng
Wonhlp-11 a.111.: College youth In .hom• on
lunda, Hllllngl. Wednada, ■upp•-1 p.m.
Ind Blbie ■tuct,-1:30 p.m.
IT. PAUL t.UTHERAN CHURCH 72112th A•.
Hl-taO. Chat• W. Aurand, Plelor. lunday
ldlldule: Holy Communlon-1;30 1.m.; Church
lcllool-t:30 1.111.; TIie lenlce-11 1.m.: Holy
Communion ftl'lt lunda, eldl month. Lulher9n
ltudent ua..ment-1:30 p.m., 11'11 and third
lund1y1. Tr■ n1port1tlon 1valllble. Call for
delllll.
11T UNITED METHODIIT CHURCH 5th Awe. A
12111 k 522-0157. Refrllhmentl. t:301111- .,...
ell College llucl■nt Cl-: Donut■ a Juice FIi•
lowltllp. THcher: John lngr■ m, Progr■ m
Coordlnltclr It GrMn Acr•. ltylr. 10 minute
lnnductory blldtground, d ..CIUlllon. 10:45 •
WOl'lhlp lenlce: Rew. Frank I!. Boum•, Senior
Putor; Dr. L.Mcler a.at, Rew. Paul DlppolHoand
Clyde llndy, Alllltlnt Putor■.

A final paaa
The Herd 11 tuning up for 8aturday'1 game agaln1t Furman. In the flnal
pntpar■ tlon, Offenllve Backfield Coach Reggie Ollver throws a p■11 to

Erh: King, No. 38, during practice. Photo by Merla Dawaon
NORWAY A.VI!. CHURCH OF CHRIST. 1400
Norway Awe. A wan prowldel lr-,ortlllon

""'from oampue fOt'

to

all ■eivl-; CII IU-1233
or 121-1302 for - • cletalll. COiiege mble
meet on Sunday It t:30 a.m. and Wed·
nllday ewenlng It 7:30 p.m. Dn«lonll on canpu■, Monday 7:00 p.m. In Room 2W37 of the
Memortal ltudenl Cent•. l!weryonellwelcome.
Clll lume, 8aggelt, c.1pu1 mlnllt•,
detllll.

d-•

for-•

TIie 8AHAI FIith Ii an lndeplftdll'lt world rellglon founded by l■tl.,H ■ti. l■till'1
the unity d MtlonHndr-, the•tlblllllln■nt
of unlw-1 , - - , 1te equality d th•-• and
the abolltlon of 111 tor- of pr ■ludlce. You••
lmrled to Ind out - • about lhe 111111 FIith
nwy Wecln•da,117:IOp.m.FOt"more_lnlorm•
tlcin and drectlona cllt: ..._11.
TWENTIETH ITRl!ET IAPTIBT CHURCH 20th
St. and sell Awe. 12s-ota4. Rew. Nell W. Hoppe,
rvlo■: lundar Morn~g Wonhlp-10:45
1.m.; lunda, 1-.lng lervlce-7 p.m.; Wedn•·
day l!wnlng Prayer . .rvlce-7 p.m.

•dwoc••

,_,or...

BETHEL T!MPLE AIIEMIL Y OF OOD tth It.
A Ith Awe. ln-MOI. Laird Fain, Plltor. lervlON
lundey lllomlng: Adult WonNp lervlOI, Tffft
Clturdl and Cltll*- •au,_.. Church-10:00
1.m.; luncl1y l!Nnlnt Choir Prwctlce-5:30 p.m.;
Wonhlp lenlce-7:00 p.m. Tllunday l!wenlng:
F11nly Night: A.dun llbie Service, Te■n Church
Ind ChH*- epec:111 1eivlce■ 7:30 p,m.
SIXTEENTH STREl!T BAPTIIT CHURCH 1147
Nlnll Awe. Huntington, We■t Virginia 21703.
Traneportltlon prowlded by reque■t, phone Mn.
arown 522-2'30. Sunday !lehool-t:30 a.m.:
Sunday Morning Wonhlp-11:00 1.m.; Sunday
l!v■nlng Wonhlp-7:30 p.m.: Mld-Wffk PrlyerWednNda,• 7:30 p.111. Pntor: Rew•111d Lawin
Wllllan■ (D.D.), Chllr•De-n: LN C. lcott,
Churdl Cl•lc M~. Giorgia W. lcott, A-dale
lllnllter: Rewerll'ld Jerry •• llldldnl.

Broome,

CENTRAL CHIIIITIAN CHURCH 1202 5th Awe.
121-7721. Dr. Harold I!. lhnon., Mlnllt•. ..,~
YICN: lunda, ~ churchldlool-• .301.m.;
-r■hlp Nnlce-10:41 a.m.; Youth groupe, lunda, -'"I,~• ltudJ, Wedne■day-7:30 p.m,
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH· 52111 11th St.
121-D4. Rew. Robert L. Thoma Reclor: Rew.
Dewlcl W. llller, -■ lltlnt. Holy Communion-I
1.m.: F111111j l!uch...t•t a.111.: Ch..-ch School·
10 1.m.: Worlhllli ..mce-111.m. ·
FIRIT PRE88YTERIAN CHURCH 1011 llh Awe.
HJ-M71. Dr. Lynn Temple Jon-, Dr. ll!ci-d
W. Donnel, Rew. Donald R. Wllglan-Plllorl.
lund1y morning ~10:IO 1.m.; Sunday
nenlng progr■ m,-1 p.m.: Church 1chool
cl-•t:301.m. eldl lunu,: Sanctuary choir
Nh-11 led by Loll Sk■n--7 p.m. Heh Wed•
nelclly; For ■pec:111 bible ltUdy groupe weell·
dllya, cal the church office. lponlOl'lng church
lor Prllbyt.ill'I Minor. 120 bed 11dlld c••
hNlth flCllty and "'-view Minor Apart-ti.
MARSHALL CATHOLIC COMMUNITY, Fr.
Mark V. Angelo, O.F.11., Clt ■pllln. lunda, Mui
11:00 e.m. and 5:30 p.111. In Ille Newman Center,
110t Ith A.'9. Rlllglou1 l!ducetlon, t:30 1.m.
luncley. DIiiy 111111: 4:00 p,m. Mon., 'nlun., Fri.
ll'ld t:00 p.m. Wedn•dly, Newman Center
Houn: 10-12; 1•4:~-t:30.
OTTl!RIEIN UNITED IIETHODIIT CHURCH
20l4 Fifth Awe. J. WNll1111 Demou, Putor. wo,.
lhlp lervlce-•.30 a.in.: Church lchool-10:30
1.m. (cl-• for coD111• ltud■nt1 nllllllle).
Sunday ewenlng-7 p.m.: Youth Fellow1hlp
luncla,•I p.111. Within welldng dl1len III from MU
dorrM.

CHURCH OF CHRIST 29th St. A Flnt Awe. 5220717. Donald Wltght, Mlnllter. lervlce■: SUnday
81ble Stuct,-~5 1.m.; Morning Wonhlp-10:30
a.m.; l!w■nlng Wonhlp-7 p.m. Tranapo,tatlon
prowlded.

ute·to the Marshall Foundation," Feaganes said.
Another contributor to the Big Green
is Charles R. Basham, a stockbroker
for Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co.
Inc.
Basham is a member of the All
Ammerican category, the second highest group of contributors. All Americans give from $1,500 to $2,499 per
year.
"Giving to the Big Green is really the
only way alumni have to keep in contact with the school," Basham said.
"I don't believe the athletic program
is as indicative of the school as it
should be. The school itself is much
better than the athletic program.
"I thi.n k it's a good program, and I
think they have the right people. It's
just going to take a little time to get the
thing on track."
Basham, who has contributed for 15
years, said the success of the teams
does not make a lot of difference to how
much he gives.
"It doesn't make a great deal of difference. My contribution is probably as
large as it ever has been," he said.
William B. Craig, a salesman for
Exxon, said the success of the teams
has ·an effect on contributing.
"Naturally, when things are going
well, and you're excited about what's
happening, I think you're going to get
psyched up to give more,': he said.
"When things are going badly, I
think donations will go down. People
like to be associated with winners."
Craig, who has been giving for about
five years, said he attends about 40
· athletic events per year.
"I would like to see Marshall athletics progress," he said. "Also, we have a
three-for-one program. For every dollar
I give, Exxon gives three."
Feaganes said companies and individuals give such things as courtesy
cars, building materials, motel rooms
and meals, in addition to money.
"We have quite a few contributors
who give gifts-in-kind in lieu of cash,"
.Feaganes said. "People in the Huntington area are very generous about
donating things to us."
Feaganes said a "large number" of
the contributors live within a 10-mile
radius of Huntington.
"We would like to expand our base of
support," he said.
QRACI! QOIPl!L CHURCH 11st Adami
PO loll: 1211 Huntington, WV 25704.
Dr. Mllwln V. l!faw, Pallor; Lucky lhapherd,
Allllllnt Plltor; Rew. Tom Hedg-, Chrtltlll'I
Education and Youth; Luttt.. W. Holl~, Vlllla. tlon Mlnl1tlr, luncla, Morning S.Wlcell'ld Sunday lchool-10 1.m.; l!-lng lervlce-7:00 p.m.;
WednNday Night lel'YICI ll'ld Prayer lervlce7:30 p.m.: eou• and ea,_ llturdly Nltht·
7:30 p.m.: Choir TIIUr9U, Night-7:30 p.m.
D111-A•Dewotlon (anytime day or night) 121I Mt.
JOHNION ,Ml!IIORIAL UMTl!D Ml!THODIIT
· CHURCH sell Avenue It 10tll Street. 125-1111.
f.. Em- Wood, Senior ,-tor.' JMY Wood,
Dor- Conl'ld, and Didi Harold, A-dlle
,_,on. Sunday Wcnhlp-l:41a.m. and 111.m.:
Church lchool-Colleg• Cl-t:411.111..

A-ue,

NINTH AVl!NUI! METHODIST CHURCH 21th
ltrNt A tth Aw. Rew. lrwln
lunday
lenl-: Sunday lchool-10:30 1.ffl,; Morning
Wonhlp-10:41 a.m .; Ewenlng Wonhlp-7:15;
Wedneedey COfff'ed cllh dlnn•-1:30 p.m.; 81bie
Study-7 p.m.; Choir-& p.m. Call for fr• bu1 ••·
wlce 523-lt07.
FIFTH AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH 5th Ave. It
12111 St. 12M115. Dr. R.F. Smith, Jr., Senior
Mini■ •. Frederlcll Lewie, ~ - • Mlnllt•.
Sunday Senlc■■: t:301.m.-Colleg• llbie
11U5 1.m.-Wol'lhlp lervlce, 7 p.m.-Youth Fellowlhlp; Wednaday1: 5:30 p.m.-Dlnn• r••·
wetlonl: 8:30 p.m.-lemln• with Dr. lfflHh.
HIQHLAWN BAPTIST CHURCH 21th StrNt
and Coll!■ Awe. 122-1212. Jim Franklin, PNtor.
Doug Strader, Mlnllllr of Youth. Jody V1ughll'I,
Mlnl1lilr of Mu■lc. lervlce■: lunda, lchool-t:45
e.m.; Morning Wor■hlp-11 1.m.: Evening
Wonhlp-7:00 p.m.; WednNday Night Youth
Meeting "HI■ Place" 7:00p.m.; llanhlll ltudlllt1
home
from home to wonhlp and
felloWlhlp.

Conn•.
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-Cree/it/no credit option
phasing out in colleges
By Tina Hardman
For students afraid that an A might
not be within their grasp, the credit/no
credit option in a class is available to
them.
.
The credit/no credit option allows a
student to do the same work in a class
as a student taking the ' course for
straight credit. However, the credit/no
credit option only signifies if the student fails or passes the course, no grade
value is assigned to the student.
Dr. William S. Deel, associate provost said some colleges at Marshall
University are in the process of
phasing out the credit/no credit option.
"In the beginning the credit/no
credit option was introduced to provide
students the opportunity to complete
courses they might otherwise not take,
where poor grades might lower their
academic standing," he said.
According to Deel, there was not a
large number of student using the
cred.it/no credit option.

-----THE STEREO ,,trow
P. 0. BOX 1326

LOWelt

However, there are particular stipulations prohibiting students from
using the credit/no credit opition. A
student may take any course credit/no
credit as long as th~ course is not in his
major, or is not a course required to
complete graduation. The credit/no
credit option may be used only in the
students' selection of electives.
Paul Frary, associate dean, of the
school of business, said any student
enrolled in the college of business may
not use credit/no credit option in the ·
school. The option may be used if it is .
taken outside the college of business,
electives may he taken in this manner.
Jack E. Nichols, associate dean of
education said they would join the College of Liberal Arts in phasing out the
credit/no credit option in every class
except electives beginning in the fall of
1982. The College of Liberal Arts began
phasing out the credit/no credit option
in relationship to specific courses this
s·emester.

Prloal· on Stllreo .& Video

HUNTINGTON, W. YA. 25714
304/m-8031

SPRING VALLEY COUNTAYCLU
Private Parties

TODAY'S HEADLINES
PROM THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AP - The Soviets say the Senate vote to go ahead with the Saudi
· arms package signaled a fresh round in the Mideast arms race and
anti-U.S. Arab states are generally silent on the vote.
WASHINGTON - · President Reagan's last minute victory on his
AWACs sale to Saudi Arabia ranks with his earlier triumphs on
truces and. spending, but this time there may be casualties. "The
solid phalanx of Republicans certainly is shot to pieces," said one
GOP senator.
GENEVA, Switzerland - The Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries fixed its prices in a range of $34 to $38 a barrel,
the Kuwaiti Oil Minister said. Analysts say this could cost Americans about 2 1/2 cents more a gallon for gasoline and heating oil.
WASHINGTON - President ReE1gan met with Chinese Foreign
Minister Huang Hua, who is likely to warn that U.S. arms sales to
Taiwan could set back American relations with the mainland.
NEW YORK - Changing attitudes toward the ecomony may have
affected Presid,nt Reagan's image, according to the latest Associated Press-NBC News poll.

GREAT RATES FOR
YOUR SPECIAL FUNCTION

r.Ca~ &_~.. Accapted

Call Dave: 429-5578
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your church away from homer•
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9:30 a.m. Sunday School • College Oaa
10:45 a.m. Worship
5:00 p.111. FREE Supper and College Fellowahlp,

Rev. Dan John1on 52
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FOR THE. RECORD
Dev,19pment ~fflce
forming ·committee
for students' needs
The Office of Student Development is taking a
step in the ~ t direction in seeking to establish
an advisory committee to help understand the
needs of students in regards to heath care.
The advisory committee would survey student
health needs and convey these particular needs
to the Family Care Outpatient Center, according
to Kenneth E. Blue, 888ociate dean of. student
development.
In addition, the advisory committee would di•
cun pouible changea in health services contract
before it goes out to bid next· year.
The committee would be compoeecl of four stu• ·
denta, two faculty memben, one or two Jtaff
members from the Marshall School of Medicine
and one staff member from the itudent development office and Bluei
We feel the Office of Student I)evelopment
■hould be commended in attempting to establish
an advisory committee to help raise the needs of
etude~ta and to act u a · channel for students'
complaint&.
If. the pro■pectiv.e committee is or.ganized
according to preceding ■pecifications of Kenneth
E. Blue, the committee should be a success. ·

Government projects
benefit the students

-

a •

.

I,

~

~-:e:::;::::-

LETTERS.

Two Student Government projects should be
commended as benefita to the studeni..
The Wendy's meal card and the student buying
power card are two projects continued under the ·
administration of Student Body President Marc To The Editor:
E. Williams.
In response to the student, letter entitled
The Wendy's card enables studenta t.o eat at
Wendy's restaurant saving 71 cents for each stu- "Apathy misunderstood by the ·masses" which
dent showing the card and buying a specific com- appeared in the Oct. 27 iseue of the Parthenon, I
must object to the armchair philosophizing of the
bination of food items.
author.
The student buying power card is also another
good project continued this semester by Student
Not only has the author demonstrated his
Government. The buying power card enables a
-student to purchase items at a wide variety of ign.orance of the real issue by distorting it
through an excessive use of poorly conceived
stores for 10 percent off the purchase price.
metaphors, but has made a mockery of psycholStudents should be aware these two cards exist OlrY through the careless misue of terms-.
and are available t.o them.
Please explain, Mr. Mershon, what precisely
These types of projects show the effects of Stu- does it mean t.o say that apathy is "an otherinduced trance.'' and further, from what diagnos4ent Government are not a lost cause.
tic expertise do you ·c onclude that the apathic
person is "simply a psychologically unbalanced
individual?" Is apathy really that simple a
phenomenon?
898·8698
898·2367
Editor
Advertising
Instead of contributing to the understanding
of
apathic behavior in our society, you have
Editor
KEithy Curkendall
·merely succeeded in clouding the issue to the
point of inoomprehension. Such artful joumalistic
Steve Hauser
Managing Editor
exercises
generate nothing in a constructive
Allyson
Bird
Advertising
sense, and as such, only add t.o the barrage of
Denis_e McIntyre
pseudo-conscientious rubbish that we college stuTerry Kerns
dents must siphon through in attempt to define
Adviser
our
own attitudes of apathy. Mr. Mershon's rheFrank Byrne
. Assistant Adviser
torical acrobatics, if noticed at all, will tend to
alienate readers through through confusion
Ente,ed •• aecond ctaas mail at Huntington, W.Va.
rather than prompt their thinking.
25701 under USPS 422-580. Published Tuesday
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(even among college students) is a highly complex topic and must be dealt with carefully. This
is especially tru~ when advancing generalized
conclusions about apathy and its causes.
Social scientists have been investigating apathic phenomenon for years trying to delineate
the revelant variables which contribute to this
type of noncommittal behavior. They can boast
of only moderate success. In fact, to speak of
apathy as 'noncommittal behavior'iB debatable
in itself. From this perspective, to state in a
matter-of-fact manner that apathy is "the opposite of class consciousneu" is a gross academic
error by Mr. Mershon. Such a statement is so
vague and so susceptible t.o a multitude of diverse
explainations tha~ it loses all meaning.

My suggestion is to present some evidence
which supports and clarifies conclusions and to
refrain . from mythical 'psychological' and
'unconscious' explanations altogether. The Marshall student body represents an ideal population fairly typical of American college students
from which to draw relevant information. Much
insight and data can be gathered from informal
surveys and the like. Perhaps then, some meaningful statements can be made concerning the
·mechanics of student apathy and apathy in general. Only in this way can we begin t.o communicate on a gainful level and make some definite
progress in understanding the whys about apathic behavior.
.

I do concede that apathic behavior is indeed a
major problem in American society, and therefore, any move t.o draw attention to the situation
is highly justified. However, apatpi.c ·b ehavior · ,

Mike Shutty, Jr.
Graduate Student
Psychology • Clinical progam , .
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The Parthenon looks at The·Parthenon
A balance
of power

By Tom Marine
Although Marshall University President Robert B. Hayes has never exercised any control of content in The ity, if any, the administrator has to
Parthenon, he said his-job title implies make policies or editorial decisions for
the newspaper," Arnold said. "In my
the power _of publisher.
"I suspect I have more (power) than 14 yean on the journalism faculty, no
The Parthenon thinks," Hayes said, president or acting president of the university has ever censored anything in.
"and lesa than I think."
Hayes said he is content with the fact The Parthenon."
The Parthenon is a vehicle oflearning
"However," he said, "all of them
for students, since it is a student expressed their opinions..:. pro and con
'oriented and run publication. And, he -.from time to•time."
said as long aa the newspaper "fulfills
In Hayes' eight years as president of
three conditions" he will not get
involved.
· the university, he said he has called
one time and that was to tell The
"One, is that they ml,lllltain a balParthenon
to double check a particular
anced budget," he said. "Two, to propoint. And, he said, he even forgot
duce a publication in good taste. And,
what it was.
three, the most important, to be
A.8
far
as
opinions
projected
by stuaccurate."
Dr. George T. Arnold, associate pro- dents through the newspaper, Hayes
fessor of journaliam who teaches mass said there ia merit to the differenoes
communications law, said court caaee between the newspaper views and his
indicate that school administrators own.
"Once in a while, there •is an
(high school principals and college
preeidents) do not have to guarantee a expreHion of opinions that is
achool will publish an officially recog- valuable," he said. "I like interaction. I
read it everyday. I believe that says
nized newspaper.
However, Arnold said, if an official something."
Hayes doe• not think( on the other
student newspaper is recognized by the
echool, court case• alao indicate hand, The Parthenon carries as much
administraton have no authority to · weight with faculty as it does with
interfere with the content, regardleu stude!lts.
"It's a student produced newapaper
of wheth• they qree with it.
"The role of a high, achool principal · for a limited group of people - MU stuor college president aa publisher of the denta," Hayes aaid. "I suapect, the
student newspaper has never been higher one ia in the administration, the
fully defined insofar as what author- ' lees one needa it for information."

Overall, he said, he is "very pleased"
with the arrangements.'
"1 don't get upset too often," he said.
"I believe controversy is necessary.
One learns from ones errors."
Deryl R. Leamin,r .

School of-Journalism Director Deryl
R. Leaming is more adamant about
where actual control is, but he also is
aware of ·t he school's influence on the
publication.
.
"We have no control over content,"
he said. "We believe and support the
idea of Fint Amendment right& and ·
oppose notions of censorship.".
But, he said, hia "influence ia far
greater, but limited."
Leaming'• own personal style in
working with students is to encourage,
not to atitle.
"It'• _a give and take," he said. "I
don't heaitate to talk to a atudent; it's
an instructional obligation to show
them their atrenrth,a and weaknesses
and give them a pat· on the back."
Even as the achool's director, Leaming is not auured of having aU of his
ideaa reach print.
"I make auggestiona," he said.
"Sometimes they receive a 'yea' and

Continued on page 11

Conflicts of interest affect story play
By Vauarhn Rhudy
Although the editors of The Par~enon say they believe they have no
conflicts of interest, they agree the possibility of conflicts exist.
Kathy Curkendall, Vienna senior
and editor of the newspaper, said she
can see no conflicts of interest with
regard to her job and the many other·
activities in which she is involved.
"I can see nothing that is a conflict of
interest," she said, "but! do see things
in which other people might perceive a
conflict ofinterest."
.
Curkendall; who also served as last
spring semester's managing editor,
has been involved with The Parthenon
for three yean. In addition to serving
as managing editor and editor, she also

has worked as a reporter, copy editor, "slow news day" and other articles did
, staff writer, activities editor and not merit page one placement.
One of the articles dealt with the
photographer.
Curkendall is involved and has been Panhellenic Council's refusal to
involved in the past, in many activities release information _concerning an
other than The Parthenon - some of alleged rush infraction committed by a
which she admits have caused some Marshall sorority. When Curkendall
was asked why she had written the
problems.
One such activity is her membership story and had not assigned it to a reporinAlphaXiDeltaSorority, butshesaid ter, she said the atory was assienedr
she tries to remain objective in her but she had rewritten the story because
of some potentially libelous material.
news judgment about Greeks.
When asked about her-placement of Later, the Phi Mu Sorority was judged
guilty of committing two rush
three articles dealing with Greeks on
infractions.
page one recently, Curkenda]l
Curkendall said she received critidefended her decision by saying the
cism from both sides regarding her purarticles were timely because they
suit of the story .on the sorority's
occurred over the weekend. She said
infractions. Many . sorority members
she felt the stories deserved page one
position that day because it was a
Continued on page 10
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Parthenon seeks fee in_
c rease
By Tom Marine

Byrne III, The Parthenon's assistant
adviser, are both paid from The Par•
If a student fee increase isn't passed
thenon's budget-· not the university's. ·
this year, The Parthenon will have to Now, Kerns has ·to concern himself
make adjustments~according to Terry with the upcoming three-year budget
L. Kerns, The Parthenon adviser.
prediction, he said.
"It's guess work," he said on how he
"The paper will have to make some
cutbacks in the next three-year· - calculates upcoming figures. "The preperiod," Kerns speculated assuming dictions could be off as much as 20 per•
that student fees earmarked for The cent. I have to prepare it for three years
in advance."
Parthenon are not increased.
Kerns said he can begin to predict
Each fall, Kerns submits a budget for· salaries, which would include his own,
the next three years. However, he said, Byrne's and contributing students',
it is his understanding that an increase managing editor, editor, staff writers,
in student activity fees can be photographers, advertising, producrequested every three years.
tion staff and copy editors.
The last budget increase from stuAccording to Kerns, of the average
dent fees was three years ago, when budget, not counting buying equipThe Parthenon had its portion of the ment, half goes to the_printers, while
student fee increased to $4 per student the other half "roughly" is for personal
- approximately $64,000.
service (payroll). ·
Now, however, the $64,000 is not
"Aa far as advertising revenues, I'm
enough to keep up with inflation, praying we will get more and more,"
Kerns said.
1
Kerns said. "I try to design it thatway,
In fact, he said had not The Par· but you can never tell."
And, he asked, "how dq you p~ct"
thenon advertising department.
"picked-up the alack" on receipts dur- equipment repairs?
"Fortunately," he said, "I'm not
ing fiscal year 1980-81 to $80,000, The
Parthenon would have had to made ' locked into line items."
cutbacks during the year to offset · Line items are when money in one
inflation.
category cannot be switched to another
As it stood, The Parthenon spent category, he said. In The Parthenon's
more than it took in during fiscal year budget, Kerns can draw from the total
1980-81- spending $157,416 to receipts figure allotted to the newspaper, even if
it's more than the allocation for that
of $147,798.
particular expense.
Kerns claims, the figures are
''The one thing that_would create a
"misleading."
.
"In terma of income and ouqro, on problem would be operating in the
that particular year, yea (we did lose red," he said. "I just don't know what
money)." Kerns said. "But, we're also would happen ifwe ran out of money."
paying for purch•aes of the year
Kerns said the last computer read·
before."
out on The Parthenon's financial bal·
For example, Kerns said, although
ance was a balance of $21,000.
The Parthenon's new . video display
Even that figure doesn't tell all,
system is not completely installed and
operating, the money is already obli• Kerns said. At the end of fiJcal year
gated and deducted from the budget . . 1980·81, when the $21,000 was
Currently, The Parthenon newaroom reported, it was directly in front of the
has four video diaplay terminals, montqs July and August, when The
which are not in use, and have 11 on Parthenon receives a minimal amount
order - scheduled to arrive this month. in advertising and student fees. ThereOnce The Parthenon secures its fore, according to Kerns, the amount in
financial matters again, according to the balance will drop considerably
Kerns, he hopes to hire an advertising before September.
manager.
These situations, keeping the budget
"I would like to •- I feel it's neces· balanced, are one of the things Kerns ·
aary," he said. "The handling of the said he thrives on.
money, which conceivably could be up
"Having come from a newspaper, I
to a quarter of a million dollars in a few
took a great sense of pride seeing the
years, is so important to us."
budget balanced," he said. "We're not
However, the advertising manager
wasting money."
position would have to pay for itself.
One important duty of the adviser,
Currently, Kerns and Francia W.
Kerns said, is to set rates for advertis•

ing. That, he said, is where the paper
lives and dies.
·
"You don't want to overcharge and
qrive them (advertisers) away," he
said. "But, if you lose as many advertisers percentage-wise as you increase
the rates•· you'll have a -better paper."
Kerns explained the paper would
receive the same amount of money
from an advertising increase, but
would gain. "news-hole" space. Therefore, advertisers would be seen ·better
and come in contact with more hands,
he said.
"I've raised rates quite a bit," he
_said. "But, we're still cheaper than
anyone in the area. We're a bargain to
reach this market (students)."

Actual 80-81

Budget 81-82

82,750
2,838
62,528

89,024
3,000
68;780

1,301

1,500
500

Une Item
Personal Services
Office Expenses
Prlr,tlng
Telephone
Profeulonal Services
Travel
Equipment Repairs_
Equipment
Other

1,609
84
2,423
21,945

500

3,000
0

2,124

2,100

157,416

148,404

82,798
64,000

75,000
64,000

47,638

21,000

TOTAL

194,436

160,000

Less Expenditures

157,416

. 148~404

Balance

21, 123_*

11,596

TOTAL
Income
Advertising
Student Fees
Cash Reserve

*Does not Include unspent but obligated funds.

Kerns says staff underpaid
By Colette Fraley

For the amount of hours it spends
producing the Parthenon, the staff is
underpaid, Parthenon AdY.iser Terry
Kerns 111aid.
"This semester, the editor is given a
$70 budget for each paper," be said.
"She can divide that money in any way
abe wanta among the staff."
The only restriction which the editor
baa ia that ahe cannot pay heraelfmore
than $12 per paper, he said.
Thia year, Editor Kathy Curkendall,
Vienna ae1uor, ia payins henelf about

$9.75 per issue, so that she may have

more people on the staff, Kerns said.
"Baaically, the staff writers get the
equivalent of the minimum wage
($3.25) for two hours' work," he said.
"And, if they would work more than
the number of hours they have been
alloted, there is no overtime p11_y." ·
Kerns said that the reaaon The Par·
tbenon can use thia method of payment
is that the minimum wage law is not
applicable if the ~ork involved can be
conaidered educational.
The Parthenon's budget, which
comes half from student fees and half
from ita advertiain1r -.lee, also pays
the advertiains department. produc-

tion staff and the advisers, Kerns said.
"The production staff (typesetters,
paste-up, ad paste-up) gets about half
of The Parthenon's budget," he said.
"If you want to make money here, you
should sign on as a typesetter. Thev
make $3.35 per hour and usually work
four to five hours a day." I
The advertising depar:tment manag•
ers receive an houdy rate, and receive
no commission for their sales, Kerns
said.
"The reason they don't get any com•
mission ie that part of their job is to
assign accounts to ad salesmen (who
get a 10 percent commission for all
their -•ales), and if the managera

wanted to, they could keep the easy
accounts themselves and get more
money there, he said.
The adviser and the assistant
adviser, Frank Byrne are on a 12·
month contract and receive salaries of
approximately $18,000 and $13,000
respectively. Both come from The Par•
thenon budget, Kerns said.
"If you look only at the number of
hours the staff works and the money
they receive, they are underpaid,"
Kerns said. "Some days they make lees
than $1 an hour."
"But, it can be justified in that they
are getting an education in the procese," he aaid.
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It pays to advertise

Parthenon
By Colett.e Fraley
The primary function of the production staff of The Parthenon is to get the
paper out to the public every day, Parthenon A88istant Adviser Francis W.
Byrne III said.
"In the composing room, we take the
photographically set type, ~ax it,
paste it on the pages and send 1t off to
the printer," he said.
"But, we can do nothing until the
news and advertising staff come to us
with the layouts and copy to be used,"
he said.
Byrne said the production staff
depends on those other staffs to meet
their deadlines before work can begin
mthe composing room.
The composing room consists of a
typesetting machine, on which the stories to used in the actual layout of the
paper are -typed, and several light
tables, which are used to cneck the
layout's accuracy before it ia sent to the
printer, he said.
The composing room also contains a
memory ayatem which can story up to
12,000 characters per bit, giving The
Parthenon large storage capabilities in
a small space.
"Thia system allows us to work in
· advance," he said. "For instance, ifwe
have a package of stories to do for a
series, we can store them until we're
ready to use them."
·
The typesetting machine itself has
many functions, he said. Its op~rator
may choose the letterspacing of words,
control the ~yphenation of words,
choose the type face and the size of
type, he said.
"It can do about anything we want it
to do," he said.
Byrne said that the production staff
this year is stronger than in the last
few years.
"They're paying more attention to
detail," he said.
.
"Anytime you have students in the
learning process there will be mistakes," ·he said. "But there have been
no major problems so far this year, so I
think they're doing a good job."
Byrne said the equipment The Parthenon is supposed to get within the
next two weeks should help improve
both the paper and the production
staff.
.
"First of all, it will speed things up
for us (production), and for the paper
itself," he said.
The new system should also help
reduce the number of errprs appearing
in The Parthenon, because it will
reduce the number of people involved
in the editing process, he said.
"The editor will be able to check and
correct the stories while they're still on
the. video display terminal screen," he
said. "Then the story will be printed
out, ready to be used on the layout. No
one typesetter will be involved, .so no
person will have to worry about the
interpretation ·of editing sym bole."
Finally, he said he thinks the new
equipment will cut the number of hours
the production staff spend& working
from eight hours per day to five.
In addition to those areas, Byrne
said the new system also would benefit
the journalism students using it.
"It'll teach students to uae equipment they'll be uaing after they graduate," he said.

Advertlalng co-manager Ally1on Bird (below) complelftthe dally log book. Co-manager DenlM McIntyre (above)
check• production and layout. Photo, by I.ff HIii and Scott
, Brown

By Colette Fraley
"I don't think The Parthenon could exist
without the advertising department, or at
least, it couldn't make as much of a profit,"
· ·Denise McIntyre, advertising co-manager
and Huntington senior, said.
Approximately half of The Parthenon's
budget comes from advertising revenue,
.Parthenon Adviser Terry Kerns said. The
other half comes from student fees, he said.
McIntyre said she and co-manager Allyson- Bjrd, Huntington senior, are in charge
of both the day-to-day functions of the
advertising staff and its long-range goals.
"My duties are primarily the daily
things, like working with our ad salesper. sons, checking layouts of the ads and.seeing that deadlines are met," she said.
She said she assigns the local accounts to
the salespersons as equally as she can, then
the responsibility of contacting those businesses lies with them.
"They get a 10 percent commission for
the ads which'they sell and a small fee to
cover some of their expenses, like gasoline
for their cars," she said.
McIntyre said she handles national
advertising (a beer ad for instance) and
some agency advertising (a large company
which has branches in the ar~a, for
instance, Lazarus).
Bird said she is in charge of the longrange planning for the staff.
"Right now1 we're working on a basketball supplement, dueoutinNovember," she
said. "We've been contacting local busine~ses to make them aware of the
supplement."
This year, in addition to the basketball
special, Bird said she and the staff also
were working on two other projects .- a
coupon page and a campaign for advertising in The Parthenon.

"The coupon page, if the businesses dlsplay enough interest in the project, will be
advantageous to students," she said.
She said that if the local merchants did
not show the interest, the entire idea would
be scrapped.
"Also, from time to time we've been running a full-page ad asking businesses if
they can afford to not reach people, college
students in particular, with money to
spend, in an effort to get more advertising
with The Parthenon," she said.
Bird said she think~ this year's staff is a
good one, because they seem excited and
interested in doing a good job.
"They make my job easier, since I don't
have to do the work which they are supposed to be doing," she said.
Bird said the staff has been cutting down
the number of mistakes in the eopy and
doing a good job with the actual layout of
the ads.
"We have a very good layout person," she
said. "From the graphics standpoint, I
think our ads are better than the HeraldDispatch's, in that are ads are better spaced
and cleaner."
McIntyre said she and Bird were hired in
January when the previous advertising
manager, Tom Drummond, took another
position.
Bird said she and McIntyre decided
between themselves who would get which ·
responsibilities.
"The way we have it now seems to be
working out fine for both of us," she said.
The managers are on salary depending
upon the budget for the year, Bird said.
"We're given a budget for the entire
Y.ear," she said. "From that must come the
salaries for the managers, th~ fees for the
salespersons and any extra expenses for
printing we may have throughout the
year."
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Parthenon operates on ·'ambitious' level
By Colette Fraley

Journalist&, Sigma Delta Chi competi- can't be duplicated in claae."
tions, we usually get several first,
Davis said he thought the semiThe Parthenon ie a good coilege second or third-place finishes. Occa· laboratory set-up wae not the beet of.all
daily newspaper, considering it oper- sionally, we get medalist awards, possible worlds, but it wasn't .t he worst
ates on a level much more ambitious which are even better."
either.
than other schools with similar enrol.Despite· these good ridings, all three
"It teaches the student what it is like
lment., accordine to three profeuora •
_in the W. Page Pitt School of professors said The Parthenon does to be abused, rebuffed and avoided as
have flaws, primarily stemming from they will be in their professional lives,"
Journalism.
the fact ·that many of its stories are he said. "I can't think ofa better way to
''The paper is a more sophisticated written by students who are relatively · do it."
effort and has more advanced subject inexperienced.
The Parthenon has always tried to
matter than when I first came here in
"Some of the mistakes. are errors by run as ·profeBBionally as. it can in
1967," Ralph J. Turner, associate pro202 (advanced news reporting) !,JtU• regard to ethics, fairness and accuracy
feBBor or journalism, said.
dents who are l~arning as they write in informing the public, ArnQld said.
"Sometimes I've heard it call the the the atoJies," Turner.said. "Some errors
"The only difference is that it has a
'Parthenothing', but it's much better get into print."
special t'eadership primarily of college
than that reputation," he said. "It does
a doggone good job of reporting."
"I have often gotten into some·trou- students and faculty me.m bers as
opposed to a more widespread circulaThomae D. Davis, Frank E. Gannett - ble saying that it doesn't bother me to tion,"
he said.
see
errors
in
The
Parthenon,"
Davia
Distinguished ProfeHor of Journalism, &aid he was pleased because he said, "because I think errors are needed
Turner said that the journalism stuhas found the students involved in the to learn, and seeing it in print magni,
dents today have principles for which
publication of The Parthenon have fies the error to the student.
mature, professional attitude& and try
"I take solace in that I hope that it they are willing to fight, citing the
Freedom of Information request& and
to put ou_t a good paper.
makes the student learn," he said.
suite filed by Parthenon Managing
"I think it's remarkably good," he
The uaefulneBS of The Parthenon ae Editor Steven C. Hauser, Charleston
said. "I'm definitely p~Parthenon.",
a learning tool for students giving senior.
Perhaps the results of ·The Par• them the opportunity to work in a prothenon can-best be judged by how well fessional atmoaphere, was noted by all ·
"Sometimes this idealistic approach
it does in competitions with other cam- three professors. ·
is lost in the 'real world' because some
pus newspapers, Dr. George T. Arnold,
people have compromised their
"When it functions properly, it gives ethics," he said.
associated profeBBor of journalism,
said.
·
. the journalism students experience
·"We usually get good ratings," he outside the classroolh," Arnold said. It
.While the professors were pleased
said. "In the Society of Professional provides on-th&job training which with the format under which The Par-

thenon operates, ·they did have opinions as to how they thought it could be
improved.
Davis said he thought The Parthenon's coverage could include more off•
campus activities, more national and
state news and one more day of
publication.
Arnold said The Parthenon already
has been improved in two ways. First,
hiring a full-time adviser has allowed
the adviser more time to work solely on
improving the paper.
In the past, a faculty member had
been the adviser of The Parthenon, he
said. Now, the only role which the professors play in the publication ie teaching the lab classes and helping the
students learn the basic elements of
journalistic style, he said.
"This sytem is working better than
ever," he said. "It's the beet system
we've ever had."
·
Secondly, he said the amount of
. advertising sold in The Parthenon has
been growing.
"That revenue allows ue more pages,
giving the student& more experience in
covering the news," he said. "Finally,

the public get& more information." ·
"As a whole, I like what I see happening. with the paper," Turner said.

Special publications offshoot of Parthenon
By Colette Fraley

"It had a staff entirely separate from
The Parthenon's," Kerns said. ''But, it
A supplement on the opening of didn't have enough people working on
Henderson Center and the postponed it; it had no real concept and was more
Accent magazine have one thing in newspaper than magazine."
common - both are special projects
Last year, the School of Journalism
funded by The Parthenon's budget.
began a magazine sequence which
The Parthenon adviser Terry Kerne Kerns said has a definite structure and
said in addition to producing a news- would be able to produce a "real"
paper four times a week, the budget magazine.
support& a magazine, Greenlight, apeAccent was the magazine produced,
. cial issues and scheduled supplements. and it had several factors working in
'Traditionally, there has been what its favor which Monday Magazine did
we call a magazine," he said. "First, not, Kerne said.
there wae Monday Magazine."
"First, it was tied in directly with a
Monday, a monthy publication, was class," he said. "Sec;ond, it had (Ralph)
never really functional, he said.
Turner, associate professor Qfjournal-

ism, as adviser for it and an independ•
ent editor was elected."
Accent was published twice last year
and also managed to break everi financially, Kerns ~aid.
"We had projected that the magazine
would lose money," he said. "We had
hoped to break even by the fourth issue,
but we got en:ough advertisers to pay
for production coats, so we didn't lose
anything."
The magazine has been postponed
for this year, Kerns said, because there
are not enough people in the magazine
sequence of journalism with the prerequisitea to produce a good magazine.
"But, next Yt'~. I assume it will start

up again," he said, "as a laboratory
function of that magazine class. And.to
keep in production, it will have to continue to pay for itself."
In addition to a magazine, The Parthenon usually has a "back-to-school
ieeue" - Greenlight, Kerns-aaid.
"It is usually our biggest issue of the
year," he said. "But, it does have some
problems."
· _
He said an informal structure and an
editor who is generally not on campus
durtng the summer ·(when the issue is
put°together) are the major problems.
. "However, thepaperservesasagood
public -relations tool for the incoming
Continued on page 12
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Perf)(ect paper
an elusive .goal
By Colette Fraley
MiHpelled words, garbled paragraphs, typographical errors, misplaced headlines and omiHion of
words sometimes appear in The Parthenon because many people are
involved with each story to be printed,
Parthenon adviaer Terry L. Kerne aaid.
"We have"an entire •Yatem deeiped

to catch errors," he •aid. "At the same
. time, each step in that process is a
potential problem area for a mistake to
get by."
Each story goes from the source to
the reporter, he said. It then goea to the
copy desk (where rewrites and headlines are developed,) to the editor, p~
duction •taff and finally, to the
put&~p staff, he said.
"First of all, a source without meaning to, can give a misleading answer,"
Kerns said. "I'm not talking about
lying. He may &Hume a reporter
knows more about a situation than he
does, so it's a communication
breakdown."
Problems also occur in dealing with
the reporter. themaelvea, he aaid.
"First. a reporter may get an 888ignment which is unclear and may do a
wrong story," he said. "Secgnd, a
reporter may not hear what a
source said and misunderstands an
entire story.
"For inatance, once a source said
that an agency on campus was going to
'counsel' students. The reporter heard
'cancel' and that showed up in the
paper. That alone would have been bad
enough, but an editorial waa alao written about this group wanting to 'cancel' students," he said.
Finally, a reporter simply can be a
poor writer and hie placem8'lt ofworda
or a typographical error can change
the entire meaning of a story, Kerns
said.
A third area from which errors may
appear is in the editing proceu, Kerne
said.
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"Once a story is written, it goes to the
copy desk, where, in theory, mistakes
are to be caught," he said. "However, a
copy editor may rewrite something and
get it wrong, or may write a headline
which ia not representative of the
story."
From the copy deak, the story goea to
the editor or managing editor, where it
once again is to be checked, Kerne aaid.
But, •ometimea the editors may just
mi.ea the mistake, he said.
"When erroH appear in The Parthenon, I blame myself," Editor Kathy
S. Curkendall, Vienna senior, said. "I
feel u ifl haven't conveyed to my staff
clearly enough what I want from
them."
She aaid that even if the mistake is
on-the part ofthestaffora reporter, she
considers it her fault be(:ause "basically, I'm responsible for those people."
The production and put&up ataffa
are alao to check the paper for typographical erron and correct.them, Kema
said.
"Moat of die-time; they do catch the
miatakee," he · 8aid. "But ,eometimee,
the corrections which have-been.made,·
just don't get in for aome reason. They
get lost."
"But, for every mistake which
appears in .The Parthenon, the staff
corrects an enormous amount,'. ' he
said.
While some mistakes are pointed out
to students by the source of a story,
Kerns said the most are found by the
students themselves.
."They're very citical of themselves,"
he said. "They jump each other a lot.
There's a lot of shouting up here,
sometimes."
·
The mistakes which appear in the
paper help the atudents in the learning
process, he said.
"The value of the paper is that if
someone points out the errors the student made or it gets into print, he begins to realize that what he writee has
an effect on people," he said.

lacks

min.oritles
By Colette Fraley

-

The Parthenon baa one
minority student in a staff position
although minority students are
enrolled in· the journalism classes,
Parthenon adviser Terry Kerne
said.
Kerns cited lack of intereat by
minority students in news-editorial
journalism as the reason for this
deficiency.
''It's never been a matter of turning anyone down for those positions," he said. "It's just that there
are not that many minority students
who are,neces lllditcr•..d ,:najorsfo the
(W. Page Pitt) SchoolofJournali8m."
However, there have been minor~y student. ~ the advanceclreport- ·
big claaaea from time to time, he
aaid. .
Although the figurN are incomplete as to the number of minorities
in the School of Journalism, Dr.
Deryl R. Leaming, director of the
school, said his "best guesa would be
that there are, at moat, five minority
news-ed majors out of approximately 65 students enrolled in that
sequence.
Staff positions are filled by stu•
dents who have completed both the
advanced news reporting class and
editing class and have an interest in
working for The Parthenon, Kerns
aaid.
"I don't aee how this lack of minor•
ity students cannot hurt us in that it
limits our coverage," he said. "The
more •tudents we have on staff with

~
different interests and contacts on
campus, the better our coverage of
any group is."
He said minoritiee' perspectives
are needed to be able to recognize
their "legitimate concerns."
"We can send a reporter to cover a
minority, but unless we have a
member of that group on our staff,
how can we tell if he misunderstands the importance of an issue, or
underplays it, or blows it out of p~
portion?" Kerns said.
"The term 'minority' not only
includea the major minority, blacks,
but alao coven international students and older students who have
returned to campus after several
years? abaence," be aaid. ·
International students may
encounter difficulty learning to use
a new language effectively, let alone
trying to write that language in
acceptable joumalistice style, Kerns
said.
And, because moat staff members
are typical colleg&age people, the
older students' perspective may be
left out, he aaid.
"The lack of repreaentation of the
staff is not one which The Par•
thenon or the community can correct," Kerns said . "Because
Marshall is basically a regional
institution with many students
from the area, the percentage of
minorities is just not high.
"Even so, I think the groups are
. fairly represented by The Parthenon," he said.

Evaluations give sources a voice
By Colette Fraley

"So-and-so reported that · he
was working on something-orother, but this reporter had
no .idea what he was talking
about •••• "

"There's an impression out there
that we do e_v erything wrong, because
out of the 5,000 words in a paper we
might get .t wo wrong, but the· evaluation reports we get back from sources
seem to indicate The Parthenon is
doing a good job," Parthenon Adviser
Terry Kerns said.
,After each story is printed, an eva. luation questionnaire is aent to the
source of a story to aee if what was
printed was a fair representation of the
facts, Kerns said.
The report, which includes questions
as "Was the story accurate? necessary?
objective?" and "W ae the Parthenon
reporter fair? prompt? courteous? professional? knowledgeable of the subject?," is aent out by a hired person who
is not a journaliam major or on the
•taff, he aaid.
"She's not on staff because we want
to avoid a conflict of interest," Kerne
said. "She cuts out the article and
sends a copy of it and an evaluation
report to the major source quoted for
hia opinion of the story."
After the reports come back to The
Parthenon, Kerns aaid he looks over
Parthen~n, Kerns said he iooka over
them; then gives copiea to the r~portel'

there are an-y problems needing to be
worked on.
"Based on what we've been getting
back, the individual sources seem to
think the reporter, are doing a good
job," he said.
Kerns said that the most frequent
complaint on the evaluations ia a mia•
spelling of a name. Secondly, sometimes a reporter is sent into a situation
dealing with a complex subject with
which he is unfamiliar, resulting in a
misunderstanding in the story.
"Another area from which we get
some complaints is in the area of journalistic style," he said. "There are
questions like 'why don't you u~e Mr. or
Mrs. in referring to people?"
"This type of question gives us the
opportunity to explain our joumalilitic
methods to the public, so it can be more
aware of why we uae the style we do,"
Kerne said.
He said the evaluations serve two
purposes to the persons involved.
"First, it helpa the student in.that it
makes him aware of any problems he
may be having in dealing with people,
situations or style," Kerns said.
"Secondly, it says to the public that
we care about what it thinks about the
paper and the •toriea it prints."
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Fringe benefits accompany job
By Colette Fraley

However ethical or unethical it may
seem, The Parthenon staff members

receive certain fringe benefits that
come with their jobs, according to The
Parthenon Adviaer Terry L. Kerna.
Those benefits come in the form of
free record albums and novels, free
tickets to athletic events and concerts,
paid tranaportation to athletic events
and other- often unnoticed "subtle"
benefits.
Kerna said record companiea . send
albums a dozen or more timea a year as
public relations benefits in hopes that
The Parthenon will review them. "We
don't," Kerns said, "and people end up
getting a free album.
"Thia is a real silly ethical question,''
Kerns said. "We .do~•t accept them in
return for anything. We don't send the

stuff back, so people take advantage of think sooner or later we have to move
it."
away from that."
Kerne said movie theaters in town
Since The Parthenon does not pubtry to offer students free passes, but
The Parthenon doesn't accept them lish on Monday, Kerns said sportswriters covering weekend events usually
"because we tend to review movies."
don't travel with the team because "we
Although there may be a discre- can't justify something that happened
pancy, The Parthenon does accept free three days before."
paesea to Marshall plays.
The Pmihenon staff members also
receive fringe benefits that many are
Sportswriters alao accept free pasaes unaware of. Staff photographers have
to athletic events. "Our aports people use of darkroom facilities for their own
get to attend athletic events ·free and work, and journalism students have
get to sit in the pressbox and eat free the use of news?QOm typewriters to
meals that are served to ·the press." type any work they might have.
-~~:::::::::::__1-L_ _U-...,::,=-~_,,
Kerne said ■portawriters also received
"A staff member also has a certair1
free parking at events they were
degree of access that typical students The Parthenon staff members receive,
covering.
wouldn't have," Kerns said. For exam- Kerns said he·is still not satisfied with
"In the past, sportswriters have ple, Presiden~ Hayes would probably the current ■ituation. "Ideally, The
traveled with the team to out-of-town be more willing to take time to talk to a Parthenon would pay its own way for
events," Kerns said. ''The athletic The Parthenon reporter than an aver- everything," he said. "Then there
age student.
department provided the transportawouldn't be any question that we owe
tion' and we paid for the lodging. I
No matter how many fringe benefits anybody anything."
kendall, the problem aro■e when she
was filling in for the sports editor. She
gave major play to a story dealing with
the swim team, but she said it deserved
the top poeition on the page because

Conflicts of intere·st
Continued from pase lS

the story was about the team winning
its fourth consecutive Southern Conference meet.
.
"Whenever they've come up and
asked me why I made a particular decision I do·have legitimate answers for
the~ so they can't argue," she said.
Curkendall said ·at one time as a
reporter she was covering the swim
team for the paper, but the editor pulled
her off the beat because of the possibility of conflict of interest. She said she
could see the editor' a position even
though she felt she still could be
objective.
·
Curkendall ran for homecoming
queen this year, but was told to withdraw her name becaus~ of her position
Curkendall defended the use of the as editor of The Parthenon. She said in
picture of her fiance because she said this case the possibility of conflict of
his room was one of the most unusually interest was great.
In addition to the activities mentidecorated rooms she had seen.
Her engagement to a swimmer also oned, Curkendall previously served on
o-eated another problem which many the Homecoming Committee and the
people felt was a conflictofinterestlast Student Activities Committee - two
semester, she said. According to Cur- positions which could have created a
----:--:--...:conflict of interest even though she

flict of interest, causing her to write
about the proe of housing if the experience were good, or the cona, if it were
bad. However, ahe said she tries to be
objective in regard tostorieaaboutreaidence halla.
Last semester while serving as manAccording to Curkendall, she felt the aging editor, Curkendall's decision to
students had a right to know about the do a photo page on unusuallyrush infractions, and that she had an decorated rooms was questioned
obligation to report the negative things because of another conflict of interest.
about the Greeks as well as the posi- Thia was further complicated by her
tive. She said she does not think she engagement to a member of the Marwent after the sorority more than she shall swim team who resides in a resiwould if she were not a Greek to prove dence hall. Her fiance was in one of the
she was objective in her news judg- photographs in his residence hall
ment as an editor.
·room.

said she was after th~ Phi Mu Sorority
becauseofhermembershipinAlphaXi
Delta, she said. On the other hand, she
added, some. of The Parthenon staff
members felt there was a conflict of
interest.

"I try to come into the newsroom
with objectivity in mind," she a~d. "I
question my position every day, in my
decisions and in my news judgment."
Curkendall is also a former resident
adviaer. She said her experience in the
residence hall could have been a con-
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said her reaponaibility ~ a journalist
came first.
According to Steven C. Hauser, Charleston senior and managing editor of
The Parthenon, he and Curkendall
sometimes come into conflict with each
other even though they are friends.
Hauser said Curkendall is more student activity oriented than he. He said
she has more inside knowledge _about
some things because she is involved in
several activities, and therefore, the
two have different philosophies and
news judgment.
.
.
According to Hauser, his philosophy
of which stories should be given major
play depends on the number of people
' the story affects and whether it is
important. enough for the entire
campus.
Hauser said he too can aee possibilities of conflicts of interest in his job as
managing editor. Because he lives in a
residence hall, he said he sometimes
sees things such as conditions of the
residence halls and other things on
which he feels might be worth doing a
story, but he believes he might overemphasize the story. In this case, he said
he sometimes puts off doing a story
about something in a residence hall
because of the possibility of
overemphasis.
When asked about his relationship
with his step-sister, Debbie Chandler,
president of Residence Hall
Government Association, Hauser
admitted this could cause a conflict of
interest.
In fact, he said this caused a small
conflict of interest earlier this semes•
ter. He said he was given some information about a picnic RHGA was
going to have. The information came
in after deadline, and he went to extra
lengths to have a story written about
the picnic so it could be in the next
day's paper. Hauser said at the time he
· did not see a conflict.
.
Another conflict of interest possibility comes into play regarding Hauser's
friendly relationship with President
Robert B. Hayes. Hauser said the relationship is. one of "mutual respect,"
and in some cases he might have put
some extra effort in doing a story based
upon an idea Hayes had. ·
According to Hauser, his personal
interest in figures and finances also
might create a conflict of interest.
Because of this interest, he said he
might overemphasize budgets and
money matters at Marshall.
Despite the J)088ibility of conflicts of
intereat. Hauser said he tries to remaitl
objective.
"I ~r:Y to take biuea and. leav:e them _
out,'' he said. "Urlco~d~U:aly; I 'put .
them aside."
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Classes mainstay-of Parthenon
By Colette Fraley

errors to appear in publication, but
Turner said that, on the whole, The
Parthenon is accurate.
"There is a misconception on campus about the accuracy of the paper,"
he said. "Actually, many students
would be surprised by how accurate it
really is."

The bott.om line for the existence of
The Parthenon is the cooperation
between the journalism 202 and 302
students, editors and the W. Page Pitt
School of Journalism faculty, Ralph
Turner, associate professor of journalism, said,.

Turner said he thinks there are three
major areas which affect the paper
adversely - the students' lack ofexpertise, sufficient time and cr~bility.

Students in the advanced news
reporting (202) and copyediting (302)
classes who are still in the learning
process, do the bulk of writing, editing
and page design for the paper, he said.
Turner said the set-up for The Parthenon is an unusual one, but that it
seems to work.
"It is a hybrid publication in that it
is a legitimate newspaper with all the
First Amendment rights, but it also is a
laboratory situation for the students,"
he said.

"First, the students lack the expertise and experience to write. edit and do
headlines properly," he said. "Hopefully,- the situation gets better as the
semester goes along."
The students' limited time to work on
their stories also poses a problem, he
said. "Obviously, they have other
claSBes. Secondly, many of their sources are students with limited time also.
And some of their sources can't be
reached easily at the time in which the
·202 students have t9 work," he said.
Finally, there is sometimes a credibility problem, because some sources
may be reluctant to work with the students because they have been misquoted by a different reporter in the

That situation can lead to problems,
both for the students and the paper, he
said.
"In the 202 and 302 classes, there are
both 'A' and 'F' students working for
the paper," he said. "Their professors
usually don't grade their work until
after it has appeared in print." ·
This process sometimes allows

past, Turner said.
Turner also said he thinks working
with The Parthenon enables MU stud,ents to have an edge over many other
journalism majors when they begin
looking for jobs.
·
"We work under very realistic circumstances," he said. "We have w.riting, editing and 'layout deadlines like
any daily newspaper. Our students can
more easily enter a job situation than
students who have never had that
experience."
While acknowledging the advantages to the entire Parthenon set-up,
Turner said he is rarely'happy with the
papf!1'.
"I don't know how this will sound,
but I have very high expectations set
for the students," he said. "I don't like
the mistakes. I don't like to see them in
print. And generally, , I feel students
should be doing a better job."
He said some students only did
enough to get by and weren't utilizing
the advantages which The Parthenon
could give.
_"They don't take the opportunity to
grow," he said. "But, now we're beginning to see a lot more students who are
'giving a damn' and taking their career
preparations seriously."

Boa rd p I-ays
advisory role
to Parthenon

-

By Colette Fraley
The Publications Board of
the W. Page Pitt School of Journalism oversees the operation
of student publications for
which the school is responsible
school director Dr. Deryl
Leaming said.
"It names the editors to various publications, deals with
policy matters and any problems that may arise," he said.
Leaming said the boa.r d
created in 1973 by the school•
draws up guidelines for publica:
tions to use.
Leaming said that when he
f'll'st became director in 1973,
there was no such body within
the school.
"Many of the decisions relat_ive to the student publications
were made by faculty members "
he said. "I wanted to have 'a
committee which had some student imput involved."
Leaming said the board is
made up of himself, the advisers
to each publication, one faculty

R:

Continue~ on page 12
-sometimes a 'no', But, no student could
ever say I would abridge his First
Amendment rights."
In fact, he said he very often doesn't
agree with some of the opinions
relayed by students in The Parthenon.
. "I get a lot of calls - complaints,'' he
said. "Very often it's an editorial. They
don't believe the students have a right
to express their opinions."
Leaming said, though, administrators and faculty should recognize The
Parthenon is a student controlled
paper, and it's a part of their traintng.
Which, he said, often results in
mistakes.
"Dr. Hayes doesn't try to in'tluence
the paper in a negative way," he said.
"However, not all ofhis administrative
staff agree with him."
Currently, Leaming believes The
Parthenon staff is a "tremendous
group," which is making it an "easy
semester" for him. "Yet they're aggressive, and it offends lot of people on
campus."
•
· Although Leaming controls his staff
in the department, he said the actual
advising to The Parthenon should go
mainly through the adviser, Terry L.
Kerns.
"I don't want to undermine the
adviser," he said. "I don't want to be
the adviser. Terry keeps me informed.
So, I'm usually not surprised if there's
a problem."
But, as he said before, he keeps his
line open to students, too.

a

"I control the,budget," he said. "I'm
responsible to see the paper stays fis.
cally sound - not only this year, but
next."
Also, besides page numbers, Kerns
has power to postpone publication of
an article or editorial for 24 hours. But,
as he pointed out, if the students still
want to publish, they can.
"In cases of libel, obscenities or possible campus disruptions, I can to go
the editor and restrain publication,'' he
explained. "After 24 houn, if they say
I'm wrong, they have to sign a release
which theyhavetoassumeresponsibility for publication in order to have it
pu~lished foll.owing t~~ wait!ng
period,. Kerns smd. T_he w~tmg penod,
' according to Kerns, 18 to give students
a cha!1ce to c~eck out all sou.rces on
COP_Y m question and to review the
article.
Kerns' "real'' power is not with page
number determination or postponing
publication. The advier's influence is
the main ingredient to keeping a stable
publication, he said.
"The power I really have is not by
statutes, but by presence,'' he said.

Terry L. Kerne
As adviser, Kerns works more
directly with studente.
Kerns has some direct control over
the paper - ite size.
"I have the power to determine the
number of pages,'' he said. "I have to
have that power."
The theory behind that is that the.
COtlt of printing ia directly related to the
paper's•~- And, in order for the paper
to meet the standard set by Hayes to
work in the black, Kerns must determine through advertising •how large

·in, p•JM!'1'h~aJ~~d s~,,•~r~~-,-

"The better the adviser, the higher per- in the past in which editors of The Parcentage (of influence). I shouldn't give thenon have had an adversary relationship with the advisers, this
it unless it is necessary and correct."
Currently, Kerns ad111its, percen- semester is more a working relationtages are very high.
ship, according to both faculty and
"However, I don't advit e on every students.
story, every detail," he said. "Easily,
Editor Kathy. S. Curkendall, Vienna
there is 75 percent of the articles I don't
know they're working on until they're senior, said suggestions from the
adviser and faculty are "always
edited." .
And, like Leaming, Kerns does not legitimate,"
"They never tell us we have to, or we
agree with most opinions voiced in The
must," she said.
Parthenon.
"I think I keep my personal things
Curkendall, Managing Editor
out,'' he said. "I tell th~ to write it Steven C. Hauser, Charleston senior,
their way. They're representing stu- and former Editor Pamela A. Munday,
dents. They have a lot better idea of Munday senior, all agreed students on
The Parthenon staff, including editors,
w~at's affecting students."
And, rather than stifle, Kerns said he need guidance.
is usually the one asking why The ParCurkendall said it's "a learning
thenon "isn't doing some ·things."
experience. I could've fallen on my
"The Parthenon has never reflected face."
my personal view - especially politiHauser said the fact the school of
cally," he said. "I'm trying to teach a
jourJ1alism and The Parthenon are
system - organization. I don't edit."
related has made the relationship
sometimes more sceptical. "If we were
The Editors
totally separate, then we'd look at them
Although there have been 11emesters like any other department."
Munday said the "staff is also students," not profeHionals. "They (the
·advisers) strongly suggest, and always
back it up."
Even when assessing Kerns' responsibilities, the trio did not feel threatened by administrative power.
"He's (Kerns) the person who takes .
care of advertising, production and
that end," Curkendall said. "I respect
him. He has more knowledge. He know
what can go wrong."
"He's a coordinator more than anything," Munday said. "He sees things
we don't. The advisers are untapped
resources. They help more than they •·
hurt."
"When we meet," Hauser said, "he's
the one that suggests more stories. He's
the only person we really communicate
with."
All three termed Leaming as "supportive·and motivational" and Hayes
as "encouraging" through his support
an,d .not. uaina hia power to stifle the
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Greater teaching tool,
wil1dow on Marshall
goals of Parthenon
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Advertising
The Parthenon sells display and mini ads. Deadline for submit-

By Steve Hauer
"I want The Parthenon to play an
increasingly vital role as a teaching
tool At the same time, I want it tp
become more of a window of Marshall.
If anyone want& to know about
Marshall they should feel compelled to
pick up The Parthenon."
To accomplish these goals, Adviser
Terry Kerne aaid one thing The
Parthenon will need ia larier operating
budget. Kerne said he does not
anticipate the percentage of student
fees increaaing, but a breakthrough in
the Huntington advertising market.
"Where I aee the problem is that
we're a small business," he aaid. "The
economy could hurt ua badly. A drop in
enrollment could cause problemil as
well. Both could result in a smaller
news hole and fewer copies of the
paper.
•
" A downswing in jo\lrnalism
enrollment could hurt us · also: The
difference .of not having two or three
good people could make or break us."
Kerns said studies show a majority
of Marshall's students pick up only
The Parthenon. Because of this, he
aaid he would like to see more state and
national newa along with more
emphaais on the arts and entertainment•
"If you pick llp the WVU paper and
ours, the first thing that strikes you is
the size diffi't'ence," he said. "Look ·
closer and you see the WVU paper has
a vast majority of non-campus news.
"The Parthenon coven ita campus
far better. Still, we're not doing an
excellent job. Someone sitting in the
middle of New Mexico should be able to
feel what's happening at Marahall by
rellding the paper."
Kerns said he would like to see the
size of The Parthenon's staff continue
to srow so an individual can
concentrate on one position within the
newspaper.
"When I came here, the whole goal of
the paper was to get it out," he said.
"After every paper, they would 1ay,

'Ah, only 52 more to go.' It was a
survival contest. Starting last
semester, we began trying ~putout a
good paper.
"In the future, I want The Parthenon
to become a paper someone comes to
'study. The school of journalism has a
national reputation. We've got to get
The Parthenon to be received as well."
The disappearance of typewriters
from the newsroom will launch The
Parthenon into the electronic age,
Kerns said.
"In terms of equipment, the sky'(' the
limit," he aaid. "We've already got a
system more advanced than small
dailies. We're going to see those small
dailies come in during the coming
years to use us as a model.
"Five years from now I cannot
comprehend what will be available.
Fortunately, electronics is one of the
fields where costs drop as
advancements are made.
Kerns said he would like to see the
school of journalism play more of a role
in The Parthenon. In an ideal world. he
said, The Parthenon would become
such a worthwhile tool that more and
more classee would be designed to tie
into it. Reaching that point is not a
matter of changing faculty attitudes,
but student attitudes.
"I'd like to get it to the point editorial
writing, investigative reporting and
advertising classes never think of
being taught l\vithout working with
The Parthenon. When it gets to that
point, The Parthenon serves two
functions - a vehicle to publish works
and a recruiting tool for the classes."
The 34-year-old adviser said he
hopes the students who work on The
Parthenon become more independent
in the future, but added that the paper
is molded in hie image to some degree. ·
"Egotistically, my leaving would
hurt the paper," he said. "The
credibility time is well over a year. The
adviser is dealing in an area where
student& do what they want and he
must guide them. That can only
happen with a deep seat of trust."

Speci·al pu·blications
Continued from pqe 8
freahmen," he said.
From time to time, The Parthenon
also producee epecial issues that are
designed primarily to inform the MU
community about a particular subject.
and not make money, Kerns said.
"F~r instance, in the put f~w years,
we've devoted entire extra papers to the
Iranian crisis (fall '79), and last
spring'• eummer school troubles," he
&aid.
Kern ■ ■ aid

that two apeciais are
planned for this fall. One is about the
opening of Henderson Center and the
other is an analysis of The Parthenon
, itself.
"The Henderson story is planned for
the last of November to coincide with
basketball season," he said. "It is
being done by one of the public relations classes as a 1pecial project."
He said The Parthenon analysis is
primarily for the public. "We're trying
to cover ourselves aa fairly and objectively aa possible to let the community
know how we operate."

Regularly scheduled supplements
came into being when Monday Magazine folded, Kerns said.
"We picked the topics which the
advertisers supported and turned them
into regular supplements," he said.
The scheduled ones are on football
and basketball seasons, Homecoming,
careers and a spring iB&ue around
Spring Break time, Kerns said.
"This year, we couldn't go a football ·
i88ue because we are in the process of
getting new equipment and just didn't
have the capacity to produce that
many extra pages," he said.
Kerns said that these additional project& are useful to the students.
"All offer different educational experiences which may be helpful to the
students when they graduate,"hesaid.
Kerns said that the future plans for,
these projects is fairly simple.
"I hope that in five years, if someone
asks, that I can say we've done special
issues and supplements whenever they
were ,necessary," he said.

ting ads is noon two days before the day -of publication. To place an

ad call 6~2367.

Announcements
The Parthenon provides a free announcement service through the
Almanac section. While no guarantee is made, The Parthenon runs
as many announcements as space allows each day. Normally such
announcements are run only . once. Deadline for submiBSion of
announcements is noon two days before the day of publication.
Bring announcements to The Parthenon office, third floor Smith
Hall or mail them to the same address;

Circulation
The Parthenon is distributed free of charge on campus. Off.
campus persons may have the newspaper mailed for an annual rate
of $13.75. Approximately 7,500 copies are distributed on campus.
For.information regarding circulation call 696-5214.

. Complaints
All complaints regarding news/editorial content should be
directed to the editor. Corrections are run on the editorial page in the
instance of major error. Call 696-6696. ·

Content
The student editor has the rights and responsibilities to make all
decisions on content. Neither the school of journalism nor the
adviser can dictate content.

Editorials
The editor is responsible for all editorials. While the editor may
assign other·staff members to write editorials, the final decision as
to tone and content rest with the editor.

Letters-to-the-editor·
The Parthenon welcomes letters concerning the Marshall University community. All letters to the editor must be signed and include
the address and telephone number of the author. Letters must be
typed. and no longer than 200 words. Letters must be submitted
between th~ hours of noon and 5 p.m.

News Deadline
N ormai deadline for compilation of all news stories is noon the
• day before publication. In special cases, extension of the deadline
may be made.

Photographs
Photography assignments are made by the managing editor.

Board plays
Continued fro~ page 11
member teaching the advanced
reportin• cla••• qne faculty
member teaching the advanced
editin• claH, four Journaliem
etudente and one non-Journallem
etudent Belected by the Student
Government Auociation.
He said he thi~s the board
baa helped both him and the etudents involved.
"It ha• given the students
some feeling that they have a
say in policy matters concerning atudent publications," he
said. "Their votes count for juat
as much aa any faculty member'a."
Althou•h Leaming said he
makes the final decisions concerning the School of Journaliam, he thinks the board is a
uaeful committee.
"It serves aa an advisery
board to me," he said. "And, let
me add, I have never overridden
any recommendation the Pub
Board haa given me!'

Deryt~amlno

THE PARTHENON

Practice mak•• perfect tor ROTC drl/1 team
The ROTC drtH tNm recently practiced for laat week'• Homecoming parade
on the lntramur•I tleld. From left to right, IHcler cadet aecond lieutenant

.r
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Nell Whitt, cadet •rvunta Richard Glbba, Laurie Roa, Gr99 ..,..,. and
Anne Morr11. Not pictured • • cade1 aergeant Donovan GUea. Photo by LN
HIii

Graduate student problems are 'unique'
Bf Brent Archer
Graduate atudents face a number of
unique problems which do not affect
undergraduates, according to Dr. Paul
D. Stewart, aeaociateprovoatanddean
of the Graduate School.
Stewart said in many cuea the grad•
uate ·student ia expected by teachers to
do more work and auumemorereaponsibility in clua.
''They have more term. papera to
write and more nNarch todo," he said.
"They may aJao be graded at a higher
level."
This problem takes on added wei1ht
when one realizee many graduate stu•
den ti are married and are holding jobs
while trying to succeed in clauea, Stewart said.
Student Senator Caroleigh Saunby,
Huntington graduate student, said she

l

Coffeehouse
to feat.ure singer,
, Halloween party
Touching someone through his
music and evoking the emotions of the
audience are the reason·s Paul Skyland
travels throughout the East to play at
college campuses, according to the ·
artist.

·~ ' . .

thought graduate atudenta had pro~
lema in obtaining information needed
for the terb1 papen required in many
graduate-level counee.
~•Library facilitiea are inadequate.
•pecially when you need to go baci in
time for information." ehe eaid.
Stewart aaid IJ"aduatea aleo esperience problem• in borrowin1 books
from the library.
- Faculty m4l'Dlbera may borrow a book
for an entire semester, and though
graduate■ often, need to do this as well,
they ar not permitted to do eo, he ■aid.
Another problem faced by graduate
students is the adju11tment to the
increased workload in claaaes, Stewart

said.
''They muet adjut to meeting the
high aP,9Ctationa oftheirinatructora,"
he aaid.
.
.

Saunby said a major adjuatment for
graduates wu learning to gather information for writing asaignmente, which
entails learning extensive library
skills.
,
"A graduate student needa to know
the library inside and out," ■he said.
"I~•• aomediing that moat unclertradu- ·
ate■ take lightly."
Graduate 1tudent1 are alao faced
with unique social problem,, Saunby
eaid.
"Most students look at a graduate
aaeietant as a regular inatructor
although ~ e may be only afewyean
difference in age," ahe uid. ,
·' .
Stewart said moet graduates were
unable to participa,te in aocial activities on campua becauae they were
forced to take night claa8f!8.
Of the 2,500 graduates at Marshall,

commute to cfua• from all over aouth·
em Weat Virginia; Stewart said.
"This mak• it hard to get.graduate
atudents to feel they haveaomethinain
common with each other," he said. .
Saunby aaid the heavy workload
araduate atudent• must complete
leaves little time for leisure or becom-.
in1 acquainted with other grad1,1atee~
"We're ao busy we don't have time to
meet each other.'' she said
Saunby said in apite all the problems aasociated with being a graduate
atudent, the end reward is worth the
extra trouble.
,
. "When you make the commitment to
go to graduate school, you have to realize that it is only two year• of your life "
she said. "It's an extra degree th~t
open• many new doors."

of

e1·eva_
tors.in dorms
·h~v-e -ups, -downs
'

By Micki Auer

Most elevators have their ups and
downs, but the ones in Twin Towers
West (TTW) also have 'thier do'•· and
don'ts.
Because of the number of incidents
involving students being trapped in
Skyland will perform tonight in the
dormitory elevators, residents need to
Memorial Student Center Coffeehouse.
know the do's and don'ts of elevator
He plays the m·u sic of Dan Fogleberg, '
operation, P. Roxanne Carr, Charles·
James Taylor, Jackson Browne and
ton junior and resident adviser (RA) in
many originals.
TTW, said.
The two most important things to
"I play mellow folk rock music
remember, Carr said, are not to use the
because I feel that the lyric& are more
emergency. atop button during normal
appreciated," Skyland said.
use and not to overcrowd the elevators.
Carr said if students get stuck in an
"I got into music because the money
elevator, the first thing they should do
is good and it is something I enjoy
is ripg the emergency bell and push the
doing._I feel that through my music I
,
emergency stop button.
am able to get a measage across to the ·
Students should then yell until someaudience," Skyland said.
Paul Skyland
body realizes they are trapped, Carr
said. To help the RAs, ascertain their
Skyland will perform from 9 p.m. to because I don't want to spoil the fun," location, it is best that students remain
, constantly aware of the floor they are
midnight today. Admission is free with McFarland said.
Marshall 1.0. and an activity card.
The "New Wave" sounds of the nearest, Carr said.
group "Rage" will supply the musical
She said one should try wedging
entertainment for the evening.
doors open if stuck on a floor. A lever is
Monsters, witches, ghosts and
located on the upper right hand side of
ghouls are among those invited to the
the doors and will open the outside
There
will
be
door
prizes
and
prizes
Halloween party Saturday at the Mem•
doors when pulled, she said.
for
the
best
costumes:
Some
of
the
orial Student Center Coffeehouse, prizes include ·albums and T-shirts,
Students should then release the
according to Mary McFarland, Coffeeemergency stQp, step out while holding
McFarland
said.
house committee chairman.
the doors open, allow the inside doors
The party will be from 8 p.m. ·until to close and then let th·e outside doors
"It will be an evening filled with sur• midnight and admission is free with an · close, Carr said.
prises. I can't say too much about it activity card and Marshall.I.D.
...

80 percent are pan-time atudenta and

Students should notify an RA or ·
office worker that the elevator is not
working properly after an incident,
Carr said.
If s~dents are stuck between floors,
they will have to wait for security to get
them out, she said.
"Don't panic and scream and yell,"
said. "There are holes in the top,
and you won't run out of air.
Meade said, "The doors know when
they're supposed to close and how to
close. Students should not push or pull
doors.
"Never try to reverse the direction of
an elevator by pushing the emergency
atop between tloors. Every time the
emergency stop is used, it wears the
mechanism · and tears up the
elevators."
'
Lt. Eugene F. Crawford of MU Secur- ,
ity said usual response time for secur•
ity is two to three minutes.
"Basically, student should remain
calm once they are sure someone
knows they are there," Crawford said.
"Once they have tried the obvious to
get out, it is best not to bothertheeleva•
tor any more."
In many incidents, secutity can
safely get the students out, he said. If
. not, security contacts Otis Elevator
Company, which usually has a repair•
man on the scene in 30 minutes, he
-said.
"If people don't abuse or misuse the
elevators, there would be less problems
and less incidents," Crawford said.

Carr

,...r
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Anti-hazh~1g

Continued from page 1
type situation.
the penalty carries with it immediate
He also said that the ATO Commitexpulsion from school and states that tee on Hazing is trying to gather as
if the faculty does not comply with the much support as possible for the propexpulsion, they are also guilty of a osal before sending it to the legislature
misdemeanor.
in January.
· "The reason for this is that many
"The Student Senate has already
people would not mind a jail sentence passed a resolution to support the propor fine, but would be hurt by the expul- osal and we're going to send it to the
sion and this would discourage them Principal's Association, Magistrate's
from taking part in hazing," Queen Association, Board of Education and
said. "And faculty members are state- others asking for their support," Queen
paid officials who should enforce state said. "We'll be sending letters to all the
laws."
Greeks and circulating petitions
Queen said that the ATOs developed among students at Marshall, WVU,
the proposal because they are against.. and other state schools. The more suphazing and don't believe anyone port we get, the more the legislature
ahould have to go through any hazing- will have to look at it."

PU b Ii Cati On' S
Fees Committee approve an increase in
the activity fees for The Parthenon
from $4 to $5.50 next year.
Terry Kerns, adviser of The Parthenon, said the increaae would allow
the newspaper to have more apace to
cover national and world newa.
The PPRC also voted to recommend
the $21,513 budget of University Theatre, a decrease of $9,623 from' this year,
and a proposed increase in student fees
from 70 cents to $1 for UT.
Dr. Elaine Novak, director ofUniveraity Theatre, said ahe planned to ask
the Student Fees Committee for the
increae to have four major productions
each year instead of three. She alao
said the increase could, in part, provide
money for new equipment, acholarahipe and ~dv_ertiaements.
The Chief Justice's $38,150 budget
also was approved by the PPRC. The
committee voted to commend the ataff
of the yearbook to Hayea for its cost. cutting measures for. the 1981-82 book
to try to get the Chief Justice back on
strong financial ground.
The PPRC voted to reject temporar·

Continued from page 1

ily a $1,211 deficit budget for et cetera,
MU's literary magazine. The committee asked the publication to explore
alternative methods of publishing the
magazine in order to eliminate the
deficit.
Et cetera was asked to report back to
the PPRC at its next meeting Nov. 10,
at which time the revised budget and
proposed 25-cent increase in student
fees would be further discussed.
The PPRC also appointed a sub-'
committee to study the viability of The
Chief Justice follow,ing a letter from
President Hayes that such a study was
to be done no later than the end of the
semester.

Dr. Hymen H. Hart, associate professor of English; Dr. C. Robert Barnett,
associate professor of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation; C.T.Mitchell, Director of University Relations,
and Betsy B. Cook, adviser of the Chief
Justice, were selected for the committee
which is to discuss the best method for
evaluating the situation Friday and
then to report back to·the PPRC's next
meeting.

Ghost

ALMANAC
The N~tional Management Associati~n will be touring IBM at 3
p.m. Monday. The group will meet in the lobby of Corbly Hall at 2:30
p.m. Everyone is welcome.

"Aguire, The Wrath of God," is a film that deals with the Spanish conquests in the jungles of South America. The film will be
shown at 3 .a nd 7 p.m. Sunday in the Science Building.
Buskirk Hall will have a Halloween party at 8 p.m. today in the
lobby. The party is open for Buskirk residents and their guests.
There will be bobbing for apples and caramel apples will be given for
prizes.
Secretary of State A. James Manchin will speak at the Alpha
Kappa Psi business fraternity's regional president's conference Saturday at the Uptowner Inn.
The BAHAI Campus Club is sponsoring a benefit Halloween
party for UNICEF at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at the Barboursville
Women's Club. A contribution to UNICEF is required for
admission.
John Marshall Pre-Law Association will meet at 5:30 p.m. Monday in Memorial Student Center Room 2W29. New members are
welcome.
The Nigerian Students Union will be meeting at 1:30 p.m. Sunday in Memorial Student Center Room 2W22. ·
A support group for·handicapped women will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Monday in the Women's Center, Prichard Hall Room 101.
There will be a meeting for all persons interested in contributing to
"MsQuotes," the Women"'s Center magazine.at 2 p.m. Monday in
Prichard Hall Room 102. .
A VICS (Volunteers in Community Service) is sponsoring the
First Annual Ghoul-a-Thon for Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. It is to
be at 1 p.m. Saturday, beginning at the MU track. Participants wear
costumes. Sponsor sheets are available in the Campus Christian
Center.
'The Graduate Student Association will meet at 9 p.m. Monday
in Harris Hall Room 312.
.

MiniopAds

Continued from page 1
Many of the townspeople have heard of
the atory as well.
Few of the employees of the Paramount have had some strange occurencea which they attribute to "Old Joe."
"About a year and a half ago, Charlotte Randle and I had a atrange experience," said Eddie Philot also an
employee. "We were in the lobby of the
buildiong and aaw the office door open
and close. At first I thought someone
had just left the office but when I went
to the door and looked. no one was
around and the other exit door was
locked.' ' Mrs. Randle verified the atory.
"The ghoat seems to want to do
things when other people are around,"
Philot said.
Mra. Broughton told a different story
to Philot. About two years ago while
she was banging an exhibit in the front
gallery, she heard music coming from

....

"BORTIO.N : FlnNI mecllCII care IIVllllllble.
Call 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. toll frN, 1-~a

ABORTIONS • 1-24 weetl termlnetlon1.'
Appt1. made 7 da,1 - Call lrN 1-800-321·
0575.
APTS - 2, 3, l 4 bedroom, carp.etng, 1ecurlty lyttem, kltchtn f\lmllhed, frN laindry
fecllltlH .. $250 to USO per month WNhln9ton Square Apl9 1402 WNhlngton
Aw. 523-2130 aft• 5 pm tor Appt.
BE A CAREER-WOMAN AND A HOMEMAKER. llleklN offert th• belt of both
wortdL Worketyour-nconnnl111e1.!am
• helfflly pen-Im• Income. For appoint·
1111111, cell 73~51S1.
COAT - INIIMr, t,a,, llwr fox btm, 11,

1100. 1•mset1w send WNktndl.

the main auditorium. She had her
children with her at the time. As they
walked into the auditorium to see who
waa playing the stage piano, no one
was there.
"I have heard noises myself," said
Winters, "but I have never seen the
ghost. In fact, no one has ever seen the
ghost."
"The ghost has never hurt anyone
and is believed to protect the theater,"
she said. "Things tend to be misplaced
and when this happens, Joe tends to be
used as a scapegoat with expressions
like 'well, old Joe's got it!," she said
It is believed that Joe, still acting as
a maintenance man, goes · about the
theater doing his chores and straight~
ening up.
The theater is now on the National
Historic Registry.
Not only is it preserved by the
government it seems, but it is protected
by "old Joe" as well.

THE PARTHENON

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Muttlll

. 3rd

Ave.

This Sunday ~ight
The Hot Jazz
Sound of The
20 Piece

,..., two bechom with thrN oth• glrlL
. ._ . . - - · · 521-72.81
FOR SALE OR TRADE-Ynhlca-Twln-1refl• model 124Q-$10Q.ortradeforc•8NI
lllcle trey. 41S-3121.
FRATERNITIES. SQRORITIES, CLUB
OWNERS • Hewing • Hell-Nn Party?
...kMIP Altlat For Hlre.'Or. ltam 1 . .2180.
ORGAN - L.owery, luperOenle, walnut,,tllet

SNI. 1•1213 after 5 end wealllltdt.

PICTURES -

J.D. FOLSOM

BAND

Hund,_.. of .._.hall 1tu-

dent1 .irNdy h•e-don't mlll yGl!f chll'IOI
10 get 1hol for the 1111·12 Chllf. Ju1tlce.
Hne your picture tek~ frw tod~I MICBW31.
SELF-IMPROVEMENT: Send for fr• 1111 of
lox 141~P,

Pr•••

400 bookl- Mounteln
Huntington, w.va. 21704.

Band Starts at 9:30
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SPORTS '81
Key to game against Furman:

.. Maintain emotional level of VMI game
By Patncia Proctor

.

_quarterback, especialy as tough 88
Furman is," Randle said.
Coach Sonny Randle will take the
Last week's close 20-16 loss to
· Herd to Furman Saturday with a new
starting quarterback triggering the conference leader VMI improved team
morale, according to Randle.
offense.
"It has improved the feeling," he
Ted Carpenter will be taking the role
of starting quarterback in the game, said. "They have looked and acted a lot
which will kick off at 1:30 p.m. at different in practice this week."
Paladin Stadium..
Two of the three starters who missed
"Ted is a real fine youngster," last week's game will be back in action
Randlesaid."Wehavegottoremember thisSaturday,hesaid.JimDevinehas
thatheisjustafreshmanandnoteven - recovered from his neck injury and
a scholarship player. Of course he has suspended kicker Barry Childers will
earned a scholarship, and he'll have be reinstated and kicking. Kenny
one as soon as we can get him one."
Lindsay is still on the injury list and
"He has played the majority of one will not make the trip.
game, and come off the- bench in two,
Randle described Furman as the best
and we have confidence that he will be team in the Southern Conference.
fine," he said.
"Furman has a real potent offense,
Regular starter Tony Konopka and will show us a lot of things," he
sustained a concussion in last week's said. "It has a real fine quarterback,
game against VMI and will not make and two very·fine tailbacks."
the trip Saturday.
Randle said the key for the Herd is to
"It is going to be kind of tough to maintain the same emotionaHevel as it
make the trip without our number one had in the VMI game.

"~fwe don't, then we could be in for a
long Saturday," he said. ·
Larry Fourqurean .had his high
career game last week, as he rushed for
12~ yards, 9:nd will start 9:.t tailback
th18 week. Jimmy North will start at
fullback.
Furman Coach Dick Sheridan said,
"We always expect a tough game
against Marshall. It is a good matchup up front, and it has always been
that way."
"It has always been a tough game for
us, and I expect it will be tough for us .
this year too," ·he said.
·
Carpenfter hhas Hcomdplete~h 16· 40
passes or t e
er • wit
two
touchdown paBBes and two interceptions. He has rushed for 49 yards on
32 attempts, and one touchdown. He
had his best day against William and
Mary, 88 he came off the bench to pass
for 93 yards, and he passed for 82 yards
against VMI last Saturday.
Carpenter said pe was satisfied with

his performance last week, but "it
would have been nicer if we had won."
"It was definitely a confidence
builder last weekend and we are
looking to play a tough game against
Furman," Carpenter said.
"I have a little pre-game tension," he
said. "I feel the way you feel before any
regular game, whether you are going to
blow someone out or you are facing a
tough opponent."
Carpenter said he has improved
since he came to Marshall. "I have
learned a lot since I've been here, and I
have a lot more to learn," he said. "I'm
eager to learn. what I need to, too."
Carpenter said he has improved his
passing game this season. "Coach
(Bob) Brown has worked with me on
my throwing, and I have improved," he
said. "It's still not great, but better."
The Herd departed for Greenville,
S.C. Thursday afternoon, and will
work out in Paladin Stadium today.

Defense vs. offense -- what's more important?

Offense and defense. Defense and
offense. The relative importance of
each when compared to the other has
long been an argued sub:1'ect among
·
sports fans . But we football observers
at Marshall Unl·versi·t Y prob a blY h ave
an added insight.
For the fan of defense, this year has
been a treat. Disregarding the fiasco at
William and Mary, the defense has
played tough, winning football this
year. It came to the rescue to save what ·
was a near-embarassment . against
Morehead State, then followed up by
hanging tough in 8 l4-3loBB to Western
Michigan. After the East Tennessee
loss, ·in which the special teams
coUapsed, many fans noted that the
defensive unit was worthy of a 3-0
record. But the offense was yet to
awaken and the record stood at 1-2.
After snoozing through losses to
Louisville and UT-Chattanooga, the
offense finally showed a sign of life
against William and Mary. But even
---ihough the yardage the Herd rolled up
was its most in four years the point
total reached only seven. And they
came after the game was already out of
hand.

.--------------..

LBS Kl B
PINSON
This had some locals yearning for
the good 'ole days when the Herd put
numbers like 27, 38, 24, 29 and 26 on the
board. Those days weren't so long ago,
1977 in fact.
But the catch is that the defense then
bore a close resemblence to Manolete.
· (For those of you not up on your
Spanishhistory,Manoletewasfamous
bullfighter, very adept at waving at
'em 88 they went by.)
Marshall was able to win only two
games that year with each loss being
by a margin of eight points or more.
Despite the offensive fireworks,
Marshall was finding itself-blown out
almost Weekly. .
My, how quickly things change. Just
as the defense goes from porous to
powerful th.e offense becomes

practically non-existent.
That brings us to the VMI game. In
the first half everything seemed to go
the Herd's way. The offense executed
as · never before and the defense
regained its pre-William and Mary
form. As VMI only crossed mid-field
once, Marshall put 16 points on the
board, six of those coming on a PASS!
Boy, were we having fun. Here we
were whipping the top team in the
conference, it looked 88 if Homecoming
'81 was going to be our initial Southern
Conference triumph. Being up by 16 at
the half with our defense could only
spell victory. If we could only squeak
out a second half field goal, then the
. Keydets would need three touchdowns
to beat us!
Well, a~ we all know these hopes met
with the same fate as one of the floats
parked in front of fairfield. The
Keydets piled up 17 points in the thi rd
per iod, enough to snatch away our win,
as-a float went
up in smoke.
But a closer look at that dreaded
quarter will reveal an offensive
deficiency.

After giving up a field goal to start
the quarter, Marshall got the ball on its
own 20. Six plays later we were punting
away. There is generally one "elevator
shaft" punt a game and this was it,
going only 18 yards. VMI drove 43
yards for the score, but alas, we still led
b
Y six.
After receiving the ensuing kickoff
the offense managed two plays before
giving it up, this time on a furn ble. VMI
then took it in from 33 yards this time
to take the lead for good.
So while they were scoring 17 points
we were running only seven plays and
giving them the ball twice within our
own 45.
· h
I guess this illustrates the pomt t at
in football you just can't separate the
offense and defense. The defense can
·
81·t ua t'ions for th e
crea t e scoring
offense, whiletheoffensecanshovethe
defense's back against the wall. And
·
th ough in
· a more 1'ndirect
vice-versa,
way.
So let's not give up hope. At least
we're at the dance, now all we need to
do is start the music.

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

3 DA VS ONLY!!!!!
Truckload Speaker Sale
Save Over 50%

--- '

.

-

SA·C90 ·:Tot<

---==.-~ __
$2.99 each
limrt 5

CARRY-OUT 4 DRJV£-THllU
Full Line of Domestic &
Imported Beer & Wine
522-1823

1301 3rd Ave.

Coming Soon! Franks
Sandwiches
522-9297

Many More In-Store Speclals

1941 3rd Ave.
(acro11 from 20th Street Bank)

1000 29th Street
Ashland, KY

525-3871

(606) 325-4523
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Leading soccer scorer's
first love. is ho.c key
By Randy Rorrer

He comee from Lexington, Ky., the
land of honee. On the soccer field he is
a thoroughbred.
His name is Andy Zulauf and he is a
5-8, 145-pound striker who ~as i;ewritten the Marshall record books in his
freehman year.
Zulauf is also the leading scorer in
the Southern Conference with eight
goals and 10 auista. Thoae statistics
live him Marshall records, ·for total
iJ>Ointa and auista in a aeaaon and ties
mm for aoals in a seuon with two
·matchea left.
..
He aays that he is totally supriaed
that he is playing so well because he
didn't plan to have this good a scoring
year.
"I had planned on coming here and
being more of a supportin,I player,"
.Zulauf said. "Before the season I
expected Hoaaein Afzalirad (a senior
from Teheran, Iran) to do moat of the
acoring, but he has been injured all
year eo I've had more opporqmities to
IICONI. ''
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What is really strange about Zulauf's
succeaa is that he started . playing
soccer only to improve on his hockey
ekilll and he once quit aoccer,in high
achool to concentrate on baseball.
Zulauf's high echool baseball career
u a centedielder was a brief one. He
quit ·after his eophomore ye~ due to
what he called a pel'80nality contlict
with his coach, but he mil remaina parti.al to hockey.
"Hockey is my first love," he said.
"When I grew up in Connecticut one of
my coaches told me if I worked hard I
could have a future in it, bat we Jtlovecf
to Kentucky and I haven't •Qted for
four years."
Another thine that sets Zulauf apart
from the average colle,e student is his
unique family life. Both his parents are
deaf. .

"I really can't understand havin1
parents that hear," Zulauf said.
"Meals around my house were alway•
, quiet and we really liked that. My two
brothers and I all grew up knowing
sign language and our parents read
lips.
·
"I guess if the situation had any
effect on me it was just that it made me
work harder at things."
Of the three sons in the Zulauf fam•
ily, Andy is right in the middle. His
older brother Barry is 5-11 and weighs
230 pounds and was formerly a high
school football player.
"I reepect ·my older brother," Zulauf
eaid, "~ause he has beaten that attitude into me a few times."
His younger brother Jon is a senior
at Lexington Tates Creek High School
where he is continuing the succeesful
Zulauf tradition Andy started.
Andy was an all-state player in each
of his last two years at Tates Creek and
was the moet valuable player on ita
1980 state champion team.
Zulauf is planning to major in psychology at Marshall and p088ibly go on
to get his master's degree in the same
field. He said he has made the adjustment to college etudies pretty well and
credit. his high school coach for warning him to keep up with his studies durina the soccer season.
Zulauf . said he has had to make a
biager adjustment in soccer.
"College soccer baa taken more of a
toll on my body. It's more physically
demanding and there are a lot ·bigger·
folks playing," he said.
"Some players try to use an intimidation factor and think hey, let's get the
little guy, but I'm a competitive player
and I can dish it riaht back oul" .
Zulauf said one of his goals when he
cam_e to Marshall was to- make All.Southern Conference team sometime
in his career. Conaidering his accomplishments this year, that goal may
come much earlier than he expected:

·Marshall to host
volleyball tocimey
By CQlette Fraley
The way the 9-26 volleyball team
plays in the MU Invitational this weekend will set the tone for the remainder
of the season, Coach Linda Holmes
said.
"If we do well in the tournament, it
will be a big psychological booet for the
girls," she said. "They'll be able to aay
they have played well against eome
very good teams and it will give them
some confidence as well as actual playing time before the state tournament
(~ov. 13-14)."

Andy_ZUllluf

The night the lights
went out at Fairfield
Where were you when the lights
went ·out?
Marshall aseociate head soccer
coach, . Jack DeFazio, was sitting
home watching the World Series
while his team .was supposed to be
playing Ohio University Wednesday night.
No, he didn't quit his coaching
job. No, he is not a bigger baseball
fan than he is a soccer fan. The reason DeFazio was watching the boys
in blue down the Yankees was
because the soccer match was canceled due to a lack of lighting at
Fairfield Stadium.
"Apparently some wiring from a
transformer that leads into the eta•
dium waa burned out," DeFazio ·
aaid. ''We found out about it Tuesday morning, but by the time a bid is
put out and the work is done it will
be Friday.
"Hopefully we can reschedule the
game for next week and etill have a
chance to finish with a .500 record,"
DeFazio said.

Included in the eight-team tournament in which MU placed fourth last
year is last year's runner-up, Appalachian State University.
·
"Appy State should be the major contender we face," Holmee said.
Other schools participating in the
third MU Invitational are Midway College, Virsinia Commonwealth, Kentucky State, Virginia Tech, University
of Toledo,.and Rio Grande College.
' The teams playing this weekend are
comparable to our competition level,"
Holmes said. "We're ready to play well.
We've had good practices all week.
And, we usually play well in front of
our own fans."
Play betri.na at 3 p.m. today in Gullicbon Hall, ehe laid. Play will resume
Saturday at 9 a.m. with the finals
beginning at 4:45 p.m.

"There are two poole with four team•
each in them," she said. "At the end of
round-robin play on Friday, the teams
will be ranked in their respective
brackets."
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MU _Souvenir Mug
(comes with lid) .

Reg. $1.15 SALE $.59
· 200/o . OFF on Revlon
Products
Except hair care products
Ban Roll-On
1.5 OUNCE
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Reg. $2.09 SALE $1.39
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